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EDITOR’S NOTE

CONTRIBUTORS

As this issue went to press, the coronavirus had
upended the lives of millions of Canadians. Health
authorities were urging the general population to
adopt self-isolation and struggling to contain a
pandemic.
Across the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF),
members in non-essential positions were banned
from travelling and were working from home.
Contingency planning was also well under way
for what might be required next.
In the weeks before, CAF health services and others had been at the forefront
of an initial response to the COVID-19 outbreak, establishing a quarantine site
for passengers airlifted from Wuhan, China, the epicentre of the outbreak.
Whatever else is asked of the CAF, response to domestic emergencies is
a role the Force is increasingly prepared to do. According to the Chief of the
Defence Staff, there has been a 1,000 percent increase in domestic deployments
in recent years. “The CAF must have the capabilities to maintain resilience as
a nation,” he said.
That would not be possible without a robust Reserve Force.
In the Fall issue, we shared the story of the 1st Battalion, The Royal Canadian
Regiment’s (1 RCR) response to Op Lentus in Constance Bay, Ont., by all
accounts a model for how an Immediate Response Unit (IRU) should marshal
resources to support overwhelmed civilian agencies trying to cope with flooding.
The article, however, did not include the vital role of the Reserves who proved
essential to mission success. As Major Adam MacInnis, the commanding officer
of Bravo Company of the Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders, told us, “this was
a great example of the Regular and Reserve Forces coming together in a
combined effort to assist the Ottawa Region with disaster relief.”
MacInnis, the officer commanding for 31 Domestic Response Company (DRC),
had over 160 soldiers deployed to Ottawa within 24 hours of receiving the notice
to prepare to support 1 RCR.
“As Reservists, we are not on the same IRU standby status as the Regular
Force and a lot of Reservists were able to gain extremely short notice leaves
of absence from their employers, schools and families to support the disaster
relief effort,” he wrote. “This civilian support to grant soldiers time off (especially
on such short notice) sometimes goes overlooked, yet is critical to operational
success and supporting fellow Canadians in their time of need.”
Added LCol Gord Scharf, the commanding officer of the Cameron Highlanders
of Ottawa and commander of 33 DRC: “[We] had over 165 soldiers on the
ground helping stabilize the situation in Cumberland. We also were the lead
in addressing the critical situation at the Lemieux Water Facility, which provides
over 50 percent of the freshwater supply to Ottawa.”
The role of the Reserves should never be underestimated or overlooked.
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BRIEFING
ARMY INCREASES COLT C6 ORDER

Vehicle-mounted C6: Photo: DND

The Army will acquire 3,626 new
C6A1 FLEX General Purpose Machine
Guns (GPMG) to replace 30-yearold weapons that are either beyond
repair or have reached the end of
their service life.

A final camouflage pattern will build on Prototype J (pictured). Photo: Chris Thatcher

ARMY FINALIZING NEW CAMOUFLAGE PATTERN
When the Soldier Operational
Clothing and Equipment
Modernization (SOCEM) initiative
delivers its first pieces of kit in the
coming years, they will come in a
new Canadian Disruptive Pattern
(CADPAT).
The new camouflage pattern and
colour scheme is under review by
the Army commander and will likely
be a refinement of what was called
Prototype J, a predominantly brown
scheme with olive and some of the
dark green and black of the current
temperate woodland CADPAT
that was developed by defence
scientists and trialed by soldiers
over the past 18 months.
The final colour scheme will
likely add a fifth colour, a light,
sandy shade of brown.
In addition to clothing, the new
pattern will be incorporated into
the first iteration of operational
equipment under SOCEM: Ballistic
helmets, ballistic vests and plates,
rucksacks and small packs, which
will be called patrol packs, and
load carriage for equipment such
as the current tactical vest. The
replacement for the latter could be
another tactical vest or a fighting
rig, explained Lieutenant-Colonel
Ray Corby, program director for the
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Directorate of Land Requirements.
New operational clothing will
be delivered under a separate
program known as the Operational
Clothing and Footwear Consolidated
Contract (OCFC2). A request for
proposals (RFP) was issued in
August 2019 and amended in
February, and would build on the
current Consolidated Clothing
Contract model whereby soldiers
can order and receive clothing from
selected vendor’s online catalogues
through a points system.
With the question of colour and
pattern almost finalized, Corby is
focused on the integration of the
five initial pieces of operational
equipment.
“We need to ensure that it’s an
integrated system,” he said. “We
want industry to do that work up
front and compete an entire system.
That causes some challenges for
companies that excel in one or a
few areas, but not in everything. It’s
going to force industry to look at
partnerships to have the full range
of equipment.”
While the integration of power
and communication systems are
not central to the gear, vendors
will have to ensure “they can
accommodate the (Rheinmetall
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Canada) Integrated Soldier System
Suite” currently being fielded
across the Army, Corby emphasized.
Future iterations of SOCEM
could include cold and wet weather
clothing, such as ballistic cold
weather goggles and hybrid combat
shirts, and new hearing protection.
The SOCEM initiative will also
serve as a testbed to help the
Directorate for Gender Diversity
and Inclusion develop, test and
refine human systems integration
procedures and a guide. As part
of the 2017 defence policy, the
Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) was
instructed to integrate GenderBased Analysis Plus (GBA+) to
all defence activities, including
recruitment, training and equipment
acquisition.
“As they try to normalize and
integrate GBA+, they have to
develop a guide for that process,
and they want to use the SOCEM
initiative as a test for that,”
explained Corby. “That is exciting
for us because it gives us more
expertise. Some of this equipment
is going to have to be really flexible
to accommodate the highest
number of soldiers as possible. It’s
more than gender; it’s body shape
and size, fit, occupation and role of

The $96 million order from Colt
Canada under the Munitions Supply
Program follows a 2017 contract
award for 1,148 machine guns, and
includes related equipment such as
a cleaning and repair kit, spare parts,
and carrying slings.
Colt Canada began initial
shipments of the 2017 order to
Army depots last fall, and Major Carl
Gendron, the Directorate of Land
Requirements’ lead for infantry
weapons, expected distribution to
units to begin in November. First
deliveries of this latest contract are

anticipated for late-2020.
The C6A1 FLEX (flexible) features
a durable polymer butt stock rather
than the current wooden style,
M1913 picatinny rails for pointing
devices and optical sighting systems,
and adjustable gas tube regulators.
The main focus has been on
providing dismounted soldiers a
lighter and more effective weapon,
but the order also includes more than
700 coaxial versions for mounting
on light armoured vehicles like the
Tactical Armoured Patrol Vehicle as
a secondary weapon to their main

armaments, but slaved to the same
sighting system and with a different
loading mechanism.
In interviews last fall, Gendron
and procurement officials said the
requirements included “sniperquality” precision that involved
“specific twist grades” to the barrel.
The C6 as been a mainstay of the
Canadian Armed Forces since its
introduction. The C6A1 FLEX is the
latest iteration of a design rooted in
the Belgian Fabrique Nationale MAG
58 7.62mm NATO machine-gun
developed in the late 1950s. ■

infantry battalions.
At seven tonnes, the Hawkei
comes in at the high end of the
LUV weight class. Project director
Major David Gottfried told Canadian
Army Today in September that
the ideal solution would be in the
two-tonne range to bridge a gap
below new heavier logistics vehicles
that are entering service or in the
procurement pipeline. It might also
be more truck than the LFE project
requires. Trials to date have included
ultralight off-road vehicles like the
Polaris MRZR-D, but a truck isn’t out
of the question.
Despite the weight, the Hawkei
is nonetheless considered a light
vehicle – it can be transported by
both CH-147 Chinook helicopter
and CC-130J aircraft. The Australian
Defence Force has procured almost
1,200 to replace the Army’s fleet of
Land Rovers.
But it was designed “from the
wheels up with protection and mobility
in mind,” said Krepps, so it is targeted
at “the higher end of the protection
and mobility spectrum.” The vehicle
has a maximum road speed of 115
km/h and range of 600 km.
Finding that balance of armour
and agility requires trade-offs,
he noted, but the Hawkei has

achieved both in combination with
impressive options for fire power
and integrated communications. “It
is a very versatile platform,” he said,
configurable for reconnaissance,
command and control, electronic
warfare, air defence or other
missions.
What sets it apart from other
platforms as a next-generation
vehicle could be the “integration
of the electronic systems,” added
Krepps. The Hawkei comes with
enough onboard power to service
control systems, sensor integration
and communications, with room
to grow. The full extent of the
LUV project mission management
and communication systems
requirements have yet to be
determined, but the vehicle already
has the “flexibility and growth”
to incorporate systems as digital
technology evolves, he said.
The LUV project is expected to
release a request for information
to vendors later this spring. Thales
Canada intends to respond, but
Krepps hopes the demonstration to
members of both project teams under
frigid conditions will help ensure
they understand how the Hawkei
can meet their mission tasks. ■

A COLD WEATHER TEST
the soldier, as well as supply and
sustainment issues.”
That will mean greater visibility
for SOCEM throughout the CAF,
but it will also raise the profile
of vendors who can meet the
enhanced standards. “We have to
make sure we are providing an
equipment system that is flexible
and modular enough that it can
accommodate the needs of soldiers
in different roles,” he said. “And for
ballistic protection, it is something
even industry is struggling with—
an acceptable solution for female
soldiers. How we move forward on
that is going to be very interesting.”
The ballistic kit and packs will
be phased in to meet operational
requirements as current fleets of
equipment are gradually phased
out. “We have to look at all the
different contracts, the usage rates,
and figure out when is the best
possible time to introduce a new
pattern with new equipment,”
said Corby.
The SOCEM team hosted an
industry day on Feb. 5 and then
met with vendors. He expects at
least five or six to propose solutions
when a RFP is released later this
year. ■

Thales demonstrated the Hawkei as a possible fit for the LUV project.
Photo: Thales Canada

Not many Canadians were hoping
for snow and freezing temperatures
before Christmas, but few at Thales
Canada complained when an Arctic
wind and flurries blanketed the
Ottawa Valley in early November.
The company has been
highlighting the attributes of its
Hawkei armoured vehicle, a 4x4
built by Thales Australia, to potential
customers around the world, but
mostly under hot and arid conditions.
It still needed a demonstration of the
vehicle’s mobility in ice and snow.
Ottawa obliged.
“From our perspective, it was
a challenge. [But] we wanted to
get the vehicle into a harsh winter
environment, and this was a great
opportunity to showcase the vehicle

[to the Canadian Armed Forces] in
Ottawa and Petawawa,” said Ian
Krepps, vice president for Thales
Canada Defence and Security. “It was
a good test … to demonstrate the
mobility of the vehicle. While it does
operate very well in hot weather, [this
showed] it is equally capable, robust
and reliable in winter conditions.”
The Hawkei will likely be among a
wide range of trucks contending for
the Army’s Light Utility Vehicle (LUV)
project, which will replace over 2,000
versatile and multipurpose Mercedes
G-Wagons and Chevrolet Silverados
used by both Regular and Reserve
units. It could also come under
consideration for the Light Forces
Enhancement (LFE) program, which is
exploring mobility options for the light
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Major Duncan Redburn grits through a training exercise in advance of the Invictus Games. Photo courtesy Duncan Redburn

INVICTUS: UNCONQUERABLE CHARACTER
BY TIM DUNNE
Canadians who have not
experienced warfare and conflict
will never know their good fortune.
Witnessing the tragedy, catastrophe
and cruelty of human conflict leaves
in their wake wounds, both mental
and physical, that we are only now
learning to identify, define and treat.
Bosnia Herzegovina, Somalia,
Rwanda, Afghanistan and Iraq are
only some of the conflicts in which
Canadian service personnel have
participated, and have left indelible
scars on their bodies, their minds and
their spirits.
“The Invictus Games use the
power of sport to inspire recovery,
support rehabilitation and generate
a wider understanding and respect
for wounded, injured and sick
Servicemen and women,” according
to the Games website.
Major Duncan Redburn will be
among 32 Canadian veterans for the
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fifth Invictus Games to be held in the
Hague, The Netherlands, in May. He
will compete in indoor rowing, cycling
and wheelchair rugby.
Redburn, from Burns Lake, B.C.
and a 37-year-old member of the
Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light
Infantry, is a veteran of two tours in
Afghanistan.
“I just like competing in sports,”
Redburn told Canadian Army Today.
“I saw my friends go to Sydney and
Toronto, and it looked like a good way
to get back into sports and maybe
learn something about adaptive sport
and see the way forward for the rest
of my life.”
The Invictus Games is a multinational sporting event for wounded,
injured and sick servicemen and
women.
The Invictus Games had their
birth in the U.S. Warrior Games
when Prince Harry, HRH The Duke
of Sussex, saw that sport can
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help physically, psychologically
and socially those suffering from
injuries and illness. The success
of the inaugural games in London
in September 2014 with 409
competitors from 13 nations led to
the establishment of the Invictus
Games Foundation and created a
template for Invictus on a continuing
basis. Orlando, FL, followed the
London games in 2016 which, in turn
were followed by Toronto (2017) and
Sydney (2018).
With the success of the first
Invictus Games in 2014, HRH The
Duke of Sussex and the organizing
committee of the London Games
achieved what they hoped to be
the beginning of the ‘Invictus’ story
and that other cities and countries
around the world would take up the
challenge.
The inaugural Invictus Games are
visible proof of the power of sport
to inspire many more ‘wounded

warriors’ to continue on their journey
of recovery. For every competitor
that participates there are many
more who would, could and will
benefit from having these same
opportunities.
Redburn uses his training program
to identify his “new normal” which
will define his lifestyle into the
future. “The normal Army way of
training, where you have regular PT
every morning, is not necessarily
productive for someone with chronic
or impactful, lingering injuries,” he
explained. “I have learned the tempo
that I can do to get in shape, but that
tempo is not the same as when I
used to train previously.”
“The Soldier On program is not
really about the Invictus games
themselves,” he clarified. “It’s about
that path we take to get there, how
that time spent in finding what that
new normal is going to look like
so you can lead an active life or a
fulfilling life, depending on the level
of intensity of that activity that you’re
doing. It is finding that and putting it
at a tempo that you can sustain.
“The games are the culmination
of the training we are undergoing
right now. The training is the road to
getting there. Our training plans are
shared with us by our coaches from
the Soldier On program, and I get to
the gym about five times a week and
use the indoor rower or hop on
a stationary bike.”
According to Prince Harry, patron
of the Invictus Games Foundation,
“these Games have shone a
spotlight on the ‘unconquerable’
character of servicemen and women,
their families and the ‘Invictus’
spirit. These Games have been
about seeing guys sprinting for the
finish line and then turning around
to clap the last man in. They have
been about teammates choosing to
cross the line together, not wanting
to come second, but not wanting the
other guys to either. These Games
have shown the very best of the
human spirit.” ■

Fuel-free generators. Photo: Hybrid Power Solutions

FINDING FUEL-LESS POWER
As the Canadian Armed Forces
(CAF) seeks ideas for energy systems
to power camps, mobile shelters and
other infrastructure, one company
hoping to attract the Army’s attention
is Hybrid Power Solutions.
Formed less than four years ago
by an engineering graduate from
Carleton University with a background
in building hybrid race cars, the

small Mississauga, Ont., company
has made its mark with industrial
battery applications in rail and transit
construction and mining.
Founder and owner Francois Byrne
said selling to the government can
be complicated and intimidating, but
he believes Hybrid Power Solutions’
portable and robust power packs
would solve a number of challenges

the military is trying to address.
“We saw the military as a giant
whale that was kind of intimidating.
It’s a different world for us. But we
know we have a product that would
be awesome: The ability to have
power anywhere in the world without
the logistical issues of bringing in
fuel. We are starting to see a shift
in most industries to this kind of
solution.”
Byrne has looked at the Innovation
for Defence Excellence and Security
(IDEaS) program, especially its
pop-up city contest to find “reliable,
energy efficient, integrated and
scalable energy systems” for CAF
temporary camps, but said it can be
difficult for innovative start-ups to
find the right fit in such programs,
even when the goal is to attract small
innovators. Often, potential customers
don’t know what to ask for when they
don’t know it exists.
“People don’t understand that
this solution is out there, the ability

to power anything you want without
having fuels involved,” he said.
The company has supported
Rheinmetall Canada’s Mission Master
unmanned ground vehicle project,
supplying the battery system, and is
in discussions with a combat vehicle
manufacturer about its technology,
but is still knocking on doors to
create awareness.
Among its products, Hybrid Power
Solutions has developed a 4,000watt, fuel-free replacement for gas
and diesel generators that weighs
about 40 kilograms and can operate
outdoors or indoors in -20 to 50
degrees Celsius. It’s been field-tested
by miners, though Byrne admits the
Army might be a next-level test.
“If it can survive a miner, it’s a
good start,” he said. “We’d love to
get people out to take a look at what
we can offer. I don’t mind lending out
some units to these guys to try it.” ■
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THE PROVEN SOU RCE F OR
A CONNECTED BAT TLESPAC E

Members from 3rd Battalion, Royal 22e Regiment secure an extraction point for wounded personnel during a medical evacuation exercise in September 2019. Photo: Pte Jessica Blackburn

A TARGETED RETENTION STRATEGY
BY KEN POLE
R&R used to mean “rest and
relaxation” in the military lexicon.
Nowadays, in the Canadian Armed
Forces, it’s more about “recruitment
and retention” as the all-volunteer
service tries to attract new personnel
and, perhaps more important, hang
on to them in an era where one job
for life often is no longer the norm.
That can be a challenge on the
ground, at sea or in the air, but
Colonel Stephane Boucher, the
new Director Personnel Strategy at
Military Personnel Command (MPC),
clearly relishes the prospect of what
he said is a new direction for CAF
human resources.
The 32-year Army careerist and
former commander of CFB Valcartier
said he expects the transformation
to a more “human” organization to
be understood by all with the release
of a CAF Human Resources Strategy
in 2021.
“Kids today don’t want to just
listen to their parents about how it’s
a great opportunity,” he said. “Nor
do they want to just read something
on a website or whatever recruiters
used to hand out. They really want to
understand.”
That’s why the Army, like the other
commands, is relying increasingly
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on open public events and on social
media “influencers” – one of whom
has more than 800,000 followers
– to get out the message not only
to Canadian youth, but also to the
diverse elements that make up the
country’s cultural quilt. “That’s us
trying to modernize our approach.”
Operation Generation is “the
recruitment piece” of the modern
machinery, designed to meet the
CAF’s employment equity goals for
women, indigenous communities and
visible minorities, all of whom have
had to deal with what Boucher called
“friction points” when considering
the CAF.
Having made progress in the
civilian public service, the federal
government has given the CAF a
similar mandate on such issues as
sexual misconduct, which means
“realigning behaviours and attitudes
of personnel with the military ethos of
‘duty with honour’.”
Boucher said Operation Honour
is the latest initiative in “a complex
mission that will require a significant
and sustained effort over many
years” and that mission success will
be achieved when all personnel can
perform their duties free from assault,
harassment and discrimination.
“We’ve truly ‘weaponized’ the
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chains of command to work at
eliminating harmful and inappropriate
behaviour,” he said, through training
at all bases to address behaviour at
its source.
The CAF is also modernizing how
it relocates personnel, no mean feat
in a federation where provincial
and territorial policies often are
unaccommodating. “It’s not about
making military families ‘better’ or
‘preferential’. We want equitable
treatment.”
One vehicle is Seamless Canada,
an initiative to address some of the
discrepancies between provincial and
territorial policies by working with
liaisons in provincial legislatures.
Three major issues are health care,
spousal employment and education.
Access to provincially-delivered
health services and to primary care
providers are a priority. “You move
from province to province and just as
you start to get close to the top of a
waiting list at a clinic, you move and
go back to the bottom,” said Boucher.
He threw his hands up when
talking about spousal employment,
saying he’d lost count of the spouses
he has met over the years, notably
teachers and nurses, who cannot
transfer easily from province to
province. He was equally frustrated

by provincial differences in education,
which “can have a huge influence
on the CAF’s ability to retain valued
personnel.”
As for the overall issue of retention,
the CAF is expected to introduce a
formal strategy this year. Canada fares
better than many allies, but there
are concerns about numbers when
digging into the more than 100 CAF
trades, many of them requiring skill
sets prized in the private sector.
“The strategy will have something
that I currently call targeted retention,
finding out which trades are the most
stressed or … groups where there’s
an obvious shortage,” said Boucher,
noting the directive from the Chief of
the Defence Staff to increase women
in the CAF to 25 percent of the force.
While the full impact of the
initiatives may take time, he said
he owes it to the next generation to
ensure that all members get “a fair
shake” going forward—including
the three of his four sons who are
in uniform.
He agreed there’s a societal shift
looming in the CAF generally. “We
have some fantastic leaders …
and I think there’s a whole lot more
humanity to the system now than
there was 20-25 years ago. We’re
in really good shape.” ■
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FIT FOR FITE
HOW THE ARMY’S FUTURE TRAINING NETWORK VISION COULD AFFECT YOUR EQUIPMENT PROJECT OR TRAINING PLAN
BY CHRIS THATCHER

The Future Integrated Training Environment will combine
more live, virtual and constructive elements into training
scenarios. Photo: DND
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n the not-too-distant future, when Army
equipment projects seek approval from the
Defence Capability Board or other governance
bodies, they may have to pass a FITE test.
Fear not project directors, this won’t be an
assessment of how many push ups, chin ups and
sit ups your project team can muster. Rather, it
would be a check to ensure that the vehicle or even
individual piece of soldier equipment can integrate
relatively seamlessly into the training environment.
Developed by the Canadian Army Doctrine and
Training Centre (CADTC), the Future Integrated
Training Environment, or FITE (pronounced fight),
is a working concept for how the Army hopes to
harness existing and emerging modelling and
simulation technologies and design a framework
for live, virtual and constructive training.
With a number of large training-related projects
now moving through the procurement process,
from Land Crew Vehicle Training System (LVCTS)
to Urban Operations Training System (UOTS), Unit
Weapons Training System, and a midlife upgrade
of the Weapons Effects Simulation (WES-MU)
system, the Army needed a centrally managed
strategy to design the future network architecture
and provide guidance to project teams on how to
incorporate training system requirements into their
specifications.
“We are seeing a lot of projects that have been
on the books, for literally decades in some cases,
having a chance to come to fruition,” said MajorGeneral Steve Cadden, commander of CADTC. “We
recognized the need for an overarching framework
that would allow us to pull together the various

projects and give our direction to the elements in
the department responsible for procurement as
well as industry to indicate what we wanted.”
“By giving them a common and coherent vision
as to where they should fit into the training, it gives
them direction of where they need to go,” explained
Major John Gillen, the FITE lead with CADTC. “No
system is an island. They have to talk, and the
more things have in common, the easier it will be
to talk.”
Historically, the training component of new
equipment has been stove-piped, a tailored solution
to a platform or weapon, often bolted on once
the acquisition process was well underway and
not easily integrated with other training systems.
Furthermore, some systems carry high overhead
costs and run on closed networks, confined to the
infrastructure of facilities at Army bases.
With an “integrated procurement” approach,
CADTC wants to capitalize on the planned
introduction of a future Virtual Training and
Experimental Network (VTEN) that will eventually tie
together the training infrastructure of bases across
the country by urging the development of common
software and hardware standards and protocols.
CADTC also wants to buy once. As the FITE
document notes, projects like Small Arms Trainer
replacement, Joint Terminal Attack Controller
(JTAC) trainers and Indirect Fire training systems
may be managed separately, but they are likely to
incorporate the same hardware such as weapons,
radios and range finders, and the same terrain
software. “Rather than procure each of the same
elements three times through three separate

procurement projects, integrated procurement
would allow the reuse of a single terrain database
and a single software engine on the same
network.”
Changes in technology might be the
primary driver for FITE, but the concept is
also a consequence of the complexities of the
contemporary operating environment and the
need to train how the Army will fight. A networked
system of live, virtual and constructed elements
will offer a far more realistic experience of combat,
simulating the challenges presented by urban and
hybrid warfare, joint fires, electronic and cyber
warfare, psychological warfare and information
operations. Noted Gillen: “Those things are
interacting together.”
“FITE is a description of the environment and the
types of things and characteristics we want to have
in our future training capabilities,” said Cadden.

WES, MEET MILES AND TES
The concept has been a work in progress for
the past two years, and draws extensively on the
experience of allies. The G5 Army Training Authority
is an American and Gillen, the G5 simulation
officer, is a British Royal Artillery officer on a
two-year exchange.
Working with project directors and through a
multinational working group known as Modelling,
Instrumentation and Simulation for Training
Systems (MIST) under the ABCANZ (America,
Britain, Canada, Australia and New Zealand)
framework, the FITE team has been circulating
the concept and gathering feedback on the
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Members from the enhanced Forward Presence Battle Group
Latvia participate in Ex Urban Reaper in October 2019.
Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

development of standards.
The Army has been “talking interoperability for
years,” noted Cadden, “[But] it has been technical
interoperability. And we have finally come to the
realization that it starts at the beginning phases
of a project as we devise all the coding and
architecture to allow systems to talk to each other.
“Our start point for any project, regardless
of what the end product looks like, will be to
ensure interoperability with all of our ABCANZ
partners. I think we are probably about 20 years
away from fully interoperable systems – at least
a full procurement cycle. But we are all at least
establishing the technical agreements: If we are
going to get something, here is what it has to be
able to do to converse with other systems.”
If LVCTS is the backbone of the various
simulation training projects—a generational leap
in simulation that will network combat vehicle
simulators at five training bases across the
country—then WES MU is the crown.
“WES MU will be where it all comes together,”
explained Gillen. “The intent is to link the LVCTS
locations, but the linkage with WES is where you
are going to get the bang for the buck, where you

are going to leverage the capability. You can really
saturate the training environment if you have a
brigade training and you can bring in virtual and
constructive, including Reserve components.”
At present, the Cubic Global Defense WES
system allows the simulation of weapons effects
on soldiers and combat vehicles during collective
exercises; think an elaborate game of laser
tag. Though it has commonality with similar
systems used by the U.S. (Multiple Integrated
Laser Engagement System or MILES) and the
U.K. (Tactical Effects Simulation or TES), each is
a bespoke system that doesn’t share the same
functionality when connected.
“The Americans use their MILES system as a
way to inflict – and measure – simulated vehicle
and personnel casualties on the battlefield,” said
Cadden. “Our WES system does this, but with
significantly more data. Our WES system can tell
you exactly that rifleman No. 2 shot over here
at this time and here is what he hit and the type
of injury it would have caused. Two completely
different levels of fidelity. But we can adjust WES
so that it can receive the proper parameters
for a MILES laser and go on an exercise using
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•
•
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Weapons and ammunition
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Unmanned ground vehicles
Soldier systems
Surveillance systems
Simulation and training
Aviation ground support equipment

both, and have a rudimentary level of simulation
interoperability. At present, making the two systems
compatible means losing much of the added fidelity
that WES is capable of. We hope to ensure in the
future that our systems are compatible while
preserving the additional fidelity inherent in WES.”
The WES upgrade, a project valued at up to $499
million that is currently in the options analysis
phase, aims to address that so that allies can
integrate at the same level of fidelity, but also so
WES and LVCTS can operate on the same network,
allowing live and virtual soldiers and vehicles to
interact from different locations.
In fact, Cadden suggested WES might become
“something that we stop issuing for a training
exercise and become part of our standard
equipment, with a training mode and an operational
mode. That way we use our actual weapons; we
don’t have to bolt on additional weight and signals.
We can literally train as we fight; where we can
turn on the receptors to get all the data or turn off
because we are fighting. That is the concept where
we need to go.”
Rather than being prescriptive, though, the Army
is looking to industry to bring forward solutions that
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are not limited by proprietary black boxes to make
that happen. CADTC wants an open architecture
and the ability for soldiers to easily operate the
systems.
“We want to avoid being locked into bespoke
systems that are often so complex that we have
to hire external contractors to run them for us,”
said Cadden. “The end state for me is to have a
sergeant go out with his section and do a simulated
exercise without us having to book through any
sort of contractor. He or she can say, ‘we’re going
into the Small Arms Trainer (SAT), the scenario is in
the Arctic so it will be cold, put on your mukluks’,
and turn the key.”
That level of training would also apply to the
Reserves. As facilities are upgraded through an
infrastructure renewal initiative, Reserve units
would be able to integrate virtually with Regular
Force counterparts on the network without leaving
the local armoury. FITE has assessed the question:
“How is this going to work for a Reserve unit that

does not have a top-secret facility manned 24/7,”
said Cadden. “How are we going to integrate
them so they can just log in to this network and
take full advantage? That is a bit of a mindset and
something we want to build in from the start. It
will increase the upfront costs, but it will give us
a huge payoff.”

MONEYBALL FOR SOLDIERS?
With networked and fully instrumented training
systems comes an abundance of data about both
individual and collective performance. Like the big
data analytics movement that has revolutionized
how professional athletes are assessed and valued,
more performance metrics could dramatically
change how training is conducted.
“We are at the point where we can take out
tablets and say, ‘here is what you looked like in
the attack position, here is what you did when you
rolled through,’ and vehicle crews can get a visual
picture as opposed to just what the gunner was

A member of 3rd Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment, calls artillery fire on a
designated target in a simulator during Ex Summer Shield XII in Latvia in 2015. Photo: DND
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seeing on his screen,” observed Cadden. “That
data gives us possibilities that I never think of but
a young sergeant will.”
One of CADTC’s goal is a better level of data that
can ensure systems like the Small Arms Trainer
(SAT) are optimized so that soldiers master a skill
like marksmanship before live-firing on a range.
At the moment, the SAT is part of training, but
without the mandatory performance expectations.
“I want them to maximize and get 100 percent
on the SAT before we go to the range, so they are
refining what they already know as opposed to
experiencing it for the first time,” he said.
As a young tank squadron commander, he
needed “a good week and half with my squadron
on the basic things before we got into the more
advanced training. I want to do most of that lower
level stuff in simulation now, so that when we get
to the field, we start right off at the more complex
levels and bring in combined arms.”
Greater use of simulation won’t mean less

training or cost savings, a frequent misperception.
“But if we can come out [of the sim] hitting 90
percent accuracy instead of 40 percent, and spend
less time making adjustments, we can bring our
game up about six notches without significantly
increasing the resources needed.”
Individuality and creative problem-solving is
encouraged in commanders, but this will not
extend to choosing whether or not to employ
simulation systems, said Cadden. “To justify the
really large investment we make in simulation, it
is my remit to make sure we put in place the rules
that say you are now going to use it and we are
going to be able to measure the effects.”
But the ability to repeat individual skills and
collective scenarios in a simulator should also
encourage a greater willingness to accept failure,
noted Gillen. “It provides a framework in which
failure isn’t a catastrophe, it is a mechanism
to teach.
“[FITE] it is about getting soldiers to the start

Training with simunition weapons on Op Reassurance in Eastern Europe. Photo: DND
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SPECIAL REPORT

Military training: Leveraging tools for more effective outcomes
Simulation and other training technologies tools fire our collective imagination. Training expert Dave Chupick
argues that application of technology is most effective when aligned with training requirements.

A member of the Cape Breton Highlanders practices on the Small Arms Trainer
during a 36 Canadian Brigade Group soldier skills competition in 2016. Photo: DND

line for live training at a much higher level. It is not
about reducing live training, it’s about making it
better and more complex and realistic,” he added.
As with athletes, a newfound deluge of individual
training data might reveal unrecognized value, but
its collection is nonetheless problematic, Cadden
acknowledged. “We can do a lot of biometrics if we
want to. Do we want to see who actually keeps his
cool in the middle of a combat team attack? Whose
heartbeat stays down versus who is panicking?
We could track heartbeat, perspiration, sleep,
hydration, and provide feedback and advice
to soldiers: ‘You are getting dehydrated, drink
some water.’
“But the Army is still discussing where we
want to go with data collection and ethics and
privacy issues that surround it. How do we protect
it? Do we scrub it so it is not identifiable to an
individual? There is a whole new world of data
possibilities opening up for us that people are
dealing with. We have the ability to go there,
we just need to decide how we want to do this.”
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TRUST IN THE DATA
For the FITE concept to deliver as intended,
coherent and reliable data will be paramount,
a point emphasized multiple times throughout
the document. That will require not only data
standards for training systems, but also in-house
expertise to analyze, interpret and exploit it. That
doesn’t necessarily mean another Army trade, “but
we recognize we are going to have to educate
individuals so that we can invest in this capability,”
said Cadden.
The Army will need to do so in concert with
other services. The VTEN architecture will provide a
CAF-wide training network, but the FITE vision will
have to tie in with what the Air Force, for example,
is developing for its training systems. “How is our
next generation fighter jet going to play in this,
because we want the Air Force to be able to sit in
their hangars and participate without having to fly
actual jets to support us,” he said of JTAC training.
“Incorporating these types of innovations is huge
and changes the game for us.”
Drafts of the document have been circulated

throughout the Army, with other services and with
industry, in particular companies positioning for
LVCTS, which is through the definition phase and
nearing request for proposals.
“People are reading through this,” he said.
“We have companies proposing fully supported
operations and others where we get the keys and
there is no contracted support whatsoever. There
are some very interesting variations from different
companies on how they can provide these types
of capabilities for us.”
Both Cadden and Gillen emphasized that
FITE is not a procurement project with “a pile of
cash.” But once gateways are established, it will
be instrumental in guiding the training system
requirements and standards for the vast majority
of Army projects.
“FITE compliance might be too rich a term, but
does [a project] fit in the FITE vision? If not, why
not? Is there a good reason? Governance is really
the key here,” said Gillen. “The training component
of any new platform will need to go through this.
Is that plan FITE-able?” ■

Imagine the following, if you will …
The largest combined, joint exercise in the last 10
years is being planned. Several preparatory training
events have already taken place. The aim of this final
exercise is to confirm the forces’ readiness for rapid
international deployment. The exercise planners have
done their homework. A detailed analysis was completed
to confirm the aim of the exercise, the scope, and the
training objectives for all participants and organizations,
military and civil. The table is effectively set for the
exercise.
No sooner is all this planning work done than several
senior stakeholders enter the picture with additional
requirements. The new requirements do not necessarily
align with the work already done. New human resource
groups are added, additional capabilities will be
exercised, and simulators and other training technology
will be added to the exercise plan. When the emphasis
of the exercise shifts from the concept to the supporting
tools and technology, the aims and objectives tend to
take a back seat, watering down the training value for the
participants.

Training Needs and Technology
Simulation-based training systems, C2 systems and
exercise development tools are increasingly learnercentric, realistic, and interactive. Complex real-world
environments can be accurately simulated for training.
Used wisely, they can be a powerful addition to training
exercises — enhancing realism and presenting
participants with a range of scenarios. Training with
these systems can significantly improve overall combat
readiness.
However, there is a trade-off that is rarely
discussed. The technologies often become the focus
of training development at the cost of emphasizing
the fundamentals. Analysis of training requirements is
sometimes secondary to deciding which technology is
best for the exercise. Too often, exercise planners
identify an advanced simulation technology and work

back to define how the exercise design can enable
the technology, without enough rigour on the actual
training need.
The Army Systems Approach to Training (ASAT) is a
tried-and-true approach to defining training requirements
and outcomes. E3D is likewise a proven approach to
design, development and delivery within ASAT. These
approaches can deliver complex, multi-agency training
of the highest quality — with or without the use of
simulation technologies.
Technology tools, however, are sometimes added after
the bulk of the planning has been completed. This leads
to technology being used to deliver training that is not
always connected to the requirements and objectives
defined at the outset. The result is “the effects gap” —
the gap between what the exercise was supposed to
deliver and the training experience delivered.

Deliberate About Exercise Development
The goal in any exercise is to deliver the best possible
training at a reasonable cost in terms of effort, resources
and personnel time. An upfront training analysis will
determine training:
Aim – Normally provided by the officer scheduling
the exercise but may need to be determined after an
analysis of the intent.
Scope – The exercise scope amplifies the aim based
on the intent and constraints like time and resources.
It can be viewed as the “concept of operations”
paragraph of the standard operations order. It contains
enough information for exercise planners to design and
develop the exercise.
Objectives – This is based on the type of military
exercise (e.g. command and control, reconnaissance,
relief operations, resupply operations, fighter ground
attack and close air support operations).
Participation – This includes those engaging the
“enemy” directly, as well as controllers, logisticians,
subject matter experts and technical support staffs.

The steps above will allow exercise planners to
determine the most appropriate type of exercise (e.g. live,
table top, command post, computer assisted, facilitated
discussion, seminar or workshop, or a combination of
these), and the mix of simulation, C2 systems, player
effect, and real-time conditions to deliver on requirements
ASAT and E3D approaches provide a solid foundation
for exercise development. The conclusions serve as
a reference point for all those engaged in scenario
design, development and delivery and, if applicable,
those delivering simulation/C2 and other player effects.
Used correctly, these approaches provide a solid design
foundation from which to base changes in the exercise
construct as the demands change.
The planning process comes full circle when the
lessons learned from one training exercise inform the
planning process of the next. Post-exercise observations
and after-action reviews feed into the planning process
and training programs undergo continual improvement
and refinement.

Summary
Planning and preparing for training exercises today is
a complex undertaking. This is driven in part by the need
to replicate complex, real-world conditions, the realism
that advanced simulation tools can deliver, and the
expectations of those providing oversight. Thoughtfully
integrating simulation solutions with disciplined ASAT and
E3D approaches will deliver successful outcomes for a
range of individual and collective training requirements.
David Chupick is Senior Advisor,
Learning and Emergency Management, Calian

S

ome 1,600 years ago, when much of Europe was embroiled in conflict,
a Roman scholar, Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus, wrote a treatise on
military matters. In it, he counselled: “igitur qui desiderat pacem, preparet
bellum,” which translates as “therefore he who desires peace, let him prepare
war.” His words have since been pared down to a more familiar “si vis pacem,
para bellum” or “if you want peace, prepare for war.”
The underlying philosophy is that rigorous training is a key to winning wars
and it has been central to the Canadian Army’s acknowledged effectiveness
in many theatres of combat. It could be argued that training fundamentals
essentially haven’t changed much over the last century, but a Directorate of Land
Requirements (DLR) project is expected to take the syllabus to a much more
realistic level without actually putting personnel and hardware in harm’s way.
A key commitment in the government’s 2017 defence policy, Strong,
Secure, Engaged, the Weapons Effects Simulation Midlife Upgrade (WES
MU) is more about replacing and extending systems than simply upgrading
them, said Major Michel Beauchemin, the project director in a new Training
and Simulation section within the DLR. Stood up as DLR 8 in January 2020,
it used to be part of DLR 4, a diverse and arguably stretched section that
also was tasked with managing an array of increasingly complex Electronic
Warfare and C4ISR projects.

Preliminary Statement of Requirements expected to be released to industry by
Public Services and Procurement Canada in the spring. That would generate
feedback during the summer and fall, setting the stage for further refinements,
leading to a preferred option by October 2021. WES MU is expected to reach
the definition phase in the 2023-2024 fiscal year, with deliveries of equipment
and software starting in 2027.
Enough gear to equip in excess of 3,000 troops is the goal, including
those in combat arms, combat support elements such as signals, some force
protection command posts, and personnel involved in logistics close to the
front – “those more likely to engage with the enemy,” as Beauchemin put it.
The project also would see installations on one aircraft, possibly an
unmanned system, as well as on armoured and other vehicles, mobile
weapons platforms and add a mobile container-based control suite.
“The Army trains in Wainwright at the brigade level, so instead of
concentrating instrumentation at one battle group, the Army chose to distribute
instrumentation according to the likelihood of those elements engaging the
enemy – mainly the combat arms but some others too,” he said. “The intent
of WES MU is to be able to instrument not necessarily a full brigade group, but
enough to enable commanders to assess the conduct of operations during the
exercise and the training objectives.”

REALISTIC EFFECTS
ADVANCING THE NEXT GENERATION OF WEAPONS SIMULATION
BY KEN POLE

The WES system of sensors can capture the effects of a simulated chemical attack. Photo: Cpl Myki Poirier-Joyal
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Vehicles can be equipped with the WES system. On Ex Msaple Resolve, a LAV 6.0 from
1st Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment, is exposed to a simulated chemical attack.
Photo: Sgt JF Lauzé

Beauchemin, on the job since October 2018 and having used WES in
the field as an infantry officer, told Canadian Army Today that with about
five personnel – all on one floor of a building in Gatineau, Que., along with
their civilian section head, Marie Labelle – the small section is free to focus
more effectively on simulation. The end game is not only better results for
the Army itself, but also improved interaction with Royal Canadian Air Force
tactical platforms and potentially the Royal Canadian Navy, as well as with the
Australian, British, New Zealand and U.S. armies in multinational exercises.
WES originally was designed to increase training effectiveness in simulating
realistic weapons effects during force-on-force field exercises, bringing
collective training from using blank ammunition with umpires to laser-based
technology with integrated engagement adjudication. An initial WES contract
worth $128 million was awarded to San Diego-based Cubic Global Defense
in early 2003 and fulfilled by late 2006 with follow-on support services from
Cubic Field Services Canada. WES is more realistic and, through after-action
reviews, enhances commanders’ abilities to train and evaluate troops.
The need for an overhaul was identified by the Department of National
Defence in 2014 and the current project, costed between $250 million
and $499 million, now is in the options analysis phase. DLR 8 is drafting a

For the dismounts in a WES environment, Beauchemin said “the whole point
is to enable kinetic engagement” so that the system, using safe Class 1 lasers
and sensors, can determine not only whether a trooper has been hit, missed or
had a near-miss, but also whether return fire has been successful against the
opposing force in training scenarios.
He expects that as the main “weapon” in the current and proposed WES
packages, lasers will remain the central technology for the foreseeable future,
certainly as long as it takes for the new one to enter service. Some non-laser
technology in the wings involves precision inertial measurement units. If that
eventually bears fruit, it would mean users no longer would be affected by
smoke, foliage, snow, mud splatter, humidity or line of sight – all of which
can undermine a laser and can affect the level of confidence in the system’s
accuracy.
The kill-no kill sensors on the torso, shoulders and head contribute
significantly to the training reality. “If you’re in an urban environment and
only your head is sticking out, you shouldn’t get hit in the leg,” Beauchemin
explained. But what happens when there are two vehicles in close proximity
to each other and you only want to attack one? “With 7.62 or 5.56 ammunition,
you only hit one target at a time.” However, something like a shoulder-fired
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | SPRING 2020
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Pte Anctil of the 1st Battalion, Royal 22e Régiment observes a road ahead during Ex Maple Resolve 2018. Photo: Cpl Myki Poirier-Joyal

missile or a mortar round could affect more than one vehicle and shrapnel
would cause casualties among dismounts in or near a LAV hit by a tank round.
“There’s a clear difference between using blanks, simunition or WES. You
don’t want to become a casualty but now you can become one really quickly
when you have fire laid on you from a machine gun. I’ve seen it; people go down
very fast but this is exactly what you want during training.” If all goes according
to plan, it makes for a better soldier. “Exactly! The whole point is to test what
you’ve planned and the execution, what went wrong and what went well.”
Compared with the traditional reliance on umpires to adjudicate training
exercises, WES enables “high-fidelity” engagements in which results are
indisputable. While dismounts fire blanks for effect with their lasers recording
the result, large weapons rely on sound or lights for effect. In the case of
artillery, it emulates the weapon’s ballistics table for range and bearing,
accounting for time of flight and which areas are hit.
“As long as you keep it more or less seamless to the user … you’re meeting
the training requirements and you’re still ensuring confidence in the system,”
said Beauchemin. “Also, the effects of it are not physics-based; they’re
statistics-based.” It’s effectively algorithm-driven modelling of a trajectory and
what he said is “a matter of computing power and latency of the transfer of
information on the system’s radio communication network.”
As the project matures and computing power keeps growing, is DLR chasing
a moving target? Beauchemin said the focus is on the training requirements,
not the technical requirements, which are up to DND’s Materiel Group. “I want
them and industry to come up with a technical solution, a design to meet the
Army’s training requirements.”
For example, he’d like to see designs that improve the capabilities of
gunners in the Army’s fleet of light armoured vehicles. The legacy WES system
relies on available light, but thermal imaging and night-vision simulation would
be welcome, as would the ability to simulate smoke or other factors which
compromise shots, especially at moving targets in a built-up area.

“We want to challenge the individual’s skills within a collective tactical
training environment. Engaging a target on a range is one thing. Doing it while
bouncing in a LAV and engaging a moving target with simulation and feedback
is the next step. The whole point is to be able to bring this gunner or those
soldiers to a higher degree of operational readiness than we’ve managed to do
before. Within collective training, there’s always an aspect of individual training.
But as you go up, it takes less priority at the brigade level, where it’s mostly
about decision-making.”
And what about more commonality with allies? “There are definite technical
challenges, not so much in terms of training because we train more or less the
same,” he replied. “For quite a long time, our systems have been developed
according to national requirements, they’re not meant to be interoperable.
In the past, one option was to lend equipment to the British or Americans
who come to train here as long as we can design a bracket for their vehicles,
but the intent now is for them to bring their own operational equipment and
instrumentation to train with us.”
Those national standards are a long-standing issue with NATO overall
and while an Urban Combat Advanced Training Technology (UCATT) working
group is trying to design a standard interface, Beauchemin expects it will be
“some time” to develop a critical mass of interface standards before there’s a
practicable solution. That said, some vendors are positioning to be compliant.
Unlike training using virtual reality, troops using the WES system are out
in all kinds of weather and are dealing with fatigue, equipment and logistics,
and other issues which can compromise the entire exercise. And dismounts
can, as they do in the real world, run out of ammunition.
“The point is not to be able to train at such a high level that it’s just
short of combat operations – we’ll probably never reach that,” Beauchemin
stressed. Rather, the Army strives to leverage the latest technology
developments to encompass a lot more weapons effects, at a much
higher level of fidelity. ■

GO WHEREVER
YOU NEED TO
EFFORTLESSLY

Stop instantly with
the electromagnetic
braking system
A Bison Mobile Repair Team Vehicle
travels in a convoy during Ex Maple
Resolve in 2016. Photo: MCpl Kurt Visser
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Confronting Ariana

Inside the Army’s largest computer-assisted exercise
By Ian Coutts
There’s a classic line sometimes attributed to
Samuel Mayer, the legendary Hollywood mogul.
When asked what made for a great movie, he said:
“Get your hero up a tree, then throw rocks at him.”

While Ex Unified Resolve is computer-assisted, much of the experience is live for the training audience. Photo: Pte Jessica Blackburn
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Exercise Unified Resolve boasts none of the characteristics of a Hollywood
classic, no lantern-jawed hero, no wisecracking female lead, but it certainly
follows Mayer’s rules: For six hectic days in February, the headquarters
components of 2 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group (2 CMBG), with some
elements from 1 CMBG and 5 CMBG networked in, found themselves up the
military equivalent of a simulated tree, while military personnel and civilian
contractors working from the Canadian Army Simulation Centre (CASC) in
Kingston tossed metaphorical rocks at them.
In a nutshell, the scenario for the 2020 version of Unified Resolve
boiled down to this: Aggressive Ariana and its neighbour, Atropia, were at
loggerheads, the result of historical divisions in an unstable region and thirdparty influences. The situation had so deteriorated that a multinational force,
of which 2 CMBG was a member, found itself tasked to protect the peaceable
Atropians. The Arianians were not to be cowed, however, and their forces
crossed the border. Given a mandate by the United Nations, the multinational
division then had to push out the invader.
The 1st Canadian Division headquarters played the part of the higher
formation, and reflecting the multinational nature of the force in the simulation,
a group of soldiers from Britain’s Household Cavalry Regiment served as the
divisional reconnaissance unit, the task they carry out for the British Army in
addition to their role of providing the mounted troops who guard the Queen.
In the past, the focus of the exercise has been on asymmetric warfare. In
the last couple of years, however, the emphasis has shifted to a near-peer
adversary, one equipped with mechanized infantry, artillery, armoured vehicles
and combat aircraft, according to Lieutenant Matt Howse, the public affairs
officer for the Canadian Maneuver Training Centre, the formation in overall
control of the exercise.
The broad strokes of the exercise come from an operational training tool
known as DATE (for Decisive Action Training Environment) developed by the
United States Army. The particular version in use for Unified Resolve — there
are four — is based on the Caucasus region of central Asia. DATE generates
the challenging landforms and numerous waterways simulated on computer
screens throughout the exercise, and “bakes in” some of the general history
and politics of the area. From this, the planners work up a scenario that
tests the training audience — 2 CMBG in this case — in a variety of battle
tasks: A river crossing, for example, or dealing with a possible chemical
warfare decontamination. All are designed to test the brigade’s ability to plan
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | SPRING 2020
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The Canadian Army Simulation Centre designs, develops and delivers the exercise scenarios and injects that challenge the training audience. Photo: MCpl Jennifer Evans

operations, exercise command and control, and synchronize and control the
employment of resources.
Unified Resolve is a dynamic exercise and tactical success or failure is
entirely in the hands of the training audience. Were the brigade to be routed
or rendered combat ineffective because of casualties, however, the controllers
could step in and make subtle adjustments to keep the exercise going and
provide useful lessons.
While the overarching scenario is demanding enough, the brigade staff also
have to deal with “injects,” the sort of real-life situations that can come up in
the course of an operation, but can’t be built into the simulation or assumed.
Anything from the crash of a helicopter to a report that the enemy is using child
soldiers, they can potentially distract from the operation, but have to be dealt
with. Just one more set of rocks to pitch at the training audience once they are
up the metaphoric tree.
Unified Resolve’s elaborate scenario and its set battle tasks involved a yearlong design and development effort that also included the establishment of a
network to link three different Canadian Forces Bases, so that 1 CMBG and 5
CMBG could also participate.
The battle tasks are part of the groundwork for 2 CMBG as it prepares to
become the Army’s high readiness brigade effective July 1. In that role, 2
CMBG will be responsible for providing personnel and material support for the
current operations in Latvia, Ukraine and Iraq, as well as providing individual
augmentees for various deployments.
The injects as much as the scenario are about preparing the brigade for
the unexpected. As Colonel Jason Adair, 2 CMBG’s commander, put it: “I am
not worried about any of those missions, I am worried about the one we don’t
anticipate. We’re training to fight and win the first battle of the next war.”
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Contractor expertise
For many (though not all) of the participants in Unified Resolve, their
connection with the exercise is through a computer screen. To an outsider at
least, what they see isn’t greatly different from computer games played for fun,
or even military board games of yore: The base is a map showing contour lines,
towns and roads, military units are shown as little rectangles, blue for good
guys and red for the bad. Roll over these with your mouse, and it’ll tell you
precisely what the unit is. Minefields, anti-tank ditches and, for some reason,
refugees, appear in green. There are messaging systems on-screen and a
VOIP capability.
What is remarkable, however, is the degree of ‘scene-setting’ needed to
create this simulated environment. What is seen on-screen is the product
of not one, but more than a dozen software systems working together.
For example, the images picked up by UAVs flying over the battlespace
are created by an imaging software called Virtual Battlespace Simulation,
working in conjunction with DLCSPM (Director of Land Command Systems
Project Management) 4609 Video. Another software, JCATS (Joint Conflict and
Tactical Simulation), is great for simulating the movements of aircraft.
Making sure they all work together is in no small part the job for the ADGA
Training and Simulation Engineering Centre. “These systems aren’t necessarily
compatible right out of the box,” said Dan Bergeron, a former signals officer
who leads ADGA’s team. Working in their lab in Kingston, the company’s
software experts test and develop ways to configure the systems, creating
what is termed the “Simulated Software Baseline” that the Army needs to carry
out such complex exercises. Because software is constantly being updated,
and new programs created, the work on the baseline runs year-round. Work on
next year’s Unified Resolve began almost as soon as this year’s version ended.

Army commander LGen Wayne Eyre receives a brief in the 2 CMBG command post in the Garrison Petawawa training area. Photo: Pte Robert Kingerski

Bringing the exercise simulation to life requires a good deal of human input. Photo: MCpl Jennifer Evans

Bringing that simulation to life, so to speak, also requires a good deal of
human input. Tucked off in a corner of a large room in the Canadian Army
Simulation Centre that resembles nothing so much as a high school cafeteria
stuffed with computers and map tables, sits the Arianan army. Seated under
their national flag, a nasty-looking banner featuring flames and crossed
swords, some dressed in uniforms and others in civilian clothes, they are
putting 2 CMBG and the other participating units through their paces as the
Opposing Forces, or OPFOR.
The civilians are employees or contract workers for Calian, retired military
personnel with collectively hundreds of years of experience in armour, infantry
and every other branch of the Army. Their other job was to play the role of the
manoeuvre units for the exercise – both the OPFOR and the sub-units under 2
CMBG’s and the multinational division’s command. As noted, one of the training
goals was to conduct a chemical decontamination. “We were fortunate to have
such expertise to lend,” said Ray Wlasichuk, a veteran of the Armoured Corps
and the exercise control main lead. Of the 1,100 people in Unified Resolve,
Wlasichuk said, 191 were from Calian.

Cold, wet and well tested
“Nothing at the end of the day can replicate being in the field and being
cold, wet and tired.” Adair’s point is well taken. A simulation, even one as
elaborate as Unified Resolve, has its limits. It is one thing to state that you
are operating in tough conditions, another altogether to be immersed in
them, trying to do your job.
To that end, the 400-odd personnel who were part of 2 CMBG’s
headquarters spent the six days of the exercise working — and living —
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The planning for Ex Unified Resolve begins a year in advance. Photo: MCpl Jennifer Evans

in tents, in temperatures that dropped to as low as minus 20 Celsius.
“We wanted to practice command and control on the move,” said
Adair. Rather than being parked at a terminal, “in a gymnasium or hangar
somewhere,” he worked from a vehicle with a radio. And as with a live
operation, the various headquarters components were dispersed over a broad
area. If you needed something, “you can’t just go around the corner.” They
even used dispatch riders on snowmobiles to deliver orders and maps. Moving
everyone into the field had other benefits, observed Adair. “You just get closer
with someone if you share a tent.”
And at the end of the day, “we’re Canadian soldiers who need to be able
to operate in winter,” he said.
Adair and his staff weren’t aware of what events and actions precisely
they were being evaluated on, but, “I can tell you now that we were
challenged from the beginning to the end. This is a competitive exercise,
and no one wants to lose.”
Combining a committed foe with random, unpredictable injects “forces the
staff to be agile, but at the same time you can’t be distracted from the main
effort.” Needless to say, they got it right. By day four, the observer controller
team, the exercise staff evaluating 2 CMBG’s performance, announced the
brigade had hit its goals, but the simulation would continue running for the
remaining two days. “I never say no to more training,” said Adair.
In the year that follows as the high readiness brigade, they may or may
not find themselves in a real conflict, facing not virtual rocks but real combat.
Whatever comes their way, Unified Resolve will have helped them prepare. ■
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While the content of many courses remains consistent, students are taught that “nothing is back or white.” Photo: DND

Universal Lessons
Even as warfare changes, staff officer courses and tools remain resilient
BY CHRIS THATCHER

Y

ou might think that after two decades of counterterrorism, counterinsurgency and hybrid warfare, the content of the Canadian Army
Command and Staff College (CACSC) courses would have changed
significantly to reflect a changing reality on the ground. But in a world where
what was old is new again, as the Army prepares for conflict with a near-peer
adversary in a context not too dissimilar to the Cold War, little has changed to
the core coursework.
“While aspects of conflict have changed throughout the duration of the Staff
College’s existence, our mission has been relatively consistent in that we train
staff officers, primarily, in how to become planners and operators, regardless
of the operating environment,” said Colonel Tod Strickland, who became
Commandant of the College in November after serving as Deputy Director for
Operations for United Nations Command in Korea. “Because we have to teach
doctrine, to give planning staffs a common language that they can use as they
carry out their day to day activities, it’s actually amazing how much of what
we’re teaching has been constant.”
The College was stood up in 1942 – it traces its roots back to the creation
of a militia staff college in 1905 – with the task of preparing officers and noncommissioned members for employment in command and staff positions at
the tactical level. Programs range from the Army Operations Course for Regular
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Force and Primary Reservists, to the Unit Command Team Course, Primary
Reserve Unit Command Team Course, Joint Tactical Targeting Course and
Collateral Damage Estimation Course, among others.
While the basic instruction modules have evolved to match the
contemporary operating environment, the doctrine and historical context
students receive is intended to “establish the elementary tools they’ll need to
adapt to whatever situation they find themselves in,” said Strickland.
“They’ll recognize that hybrid warfare, as much as parts of it are new to
us, has been going on for a very long time and it is far more important to arm
yourself with a lot more knowledge about the culture of where you’re going
and how our own biases affect our understanding and our perception of
situations. Hybrid warfare is really messy.”
Rather, the College instills an appreciation for working in what he called
“the grey” and provides a series of tools, such as the Combat Estimate and the
operational planning process. Elements of the hybrid nature of conflict will be
integrated into training exercises, but the greater importance is recognition of
ambiguity in what the Army does.
“Nothing is black or white. That message is consistent between the Army
Operations Course, where we’re training captains, but also the Unit Command
Team Course where we’re training Commanding Officers and Regimental

The flexibility of the planning tools students acquire will serve them for a career of wide-ranging operations. Photo: DND

Sergeant Majors for their responsibilities,” he said. “Decisions are really easy
when it’s a black and white world. But more often than not, we’re operating in
a volatile environment where you don’t know necessarily how things are going
to evolve. So the very first thing is being comfortable with the grey.
“I can tell you from my personal experience, I never thought that what I was
taught on the Transitional Command Staff Course, which was the forerunner to
the Army Operations Course, would be useful in Afghanistan. But the reality is,
what we are taught on that course enabled us to be successful, in my case for
the next 20 years in areas as diverse as Afghanistan to Bosnia to Korea.
It’s really amazing the flexibility that the tools have.”

TEACHING WITH TECH
If there is a constant to what the Staff College teaches, how it teaches is
changing to capitalize on technology and new methodologies. Paper maps
and movable icons still dot bird tables in training exercises, but the College
is exploring how best to accept and utilize the ubiquitous presence of
cellphones in the classroom, the vast range and depth of web-based
resources, and opportunities for more distance learning.
In part, the changes are a response to a student population more
comfortable and expectant of technology. But they also align with the
digitization of Army command posts and headquarters in which the students
will serve.
Better understanding technology and how students now learn is “something
that we are focusing on,” said Strickland, a former student and instructor
in the U.S. Army’s School of Advanced Military Studies in Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas. “In some ways, it’s kind of ironic because as good as those things are,
sometimes just gathering a bunch of students around a map with models and
doing a tabletop exercise can be the best way to get understanding.
“More often than not, the officers and NCOs that we train have to
translate their understanding of a situation into physical effects in a very real

environment. So, using tabletop exercises or tactical exercises where they’re
walking the ground and examining the area are going to be with us for a good
long time,” he said.
“However, we have to harness the ability to put those into video so that we
can take students that we’re teaching at a distance and give them a similar
perspective of the ground, even if they don’t have the occasion to walk it.
Ultimately, we have to teach in a language that students understand. And if
that means we have to adjust our methodologies to allow more digits in the
classroom than might have been done previously, then that’s what we’ll do.”
Earlier this year, the College began incorporating the Decisive Action Training
Environment (DATE) into its training, adapting the terrain, scenarios and
supporting documentation to the specific requirements of the Army Operations
Course.
The first time through was not without its challenges, acknowledged
Strickland, but “one of the beauties of DATE is it allows us to run a constant
scenario from the first exercise we have the students go through until the very
last one. And instead of learning multiple orders of battle and multiple pieces
of terrain, the students can focus on learning the doctrine and the tactics
and apply it to a given situation. Our fervent hope is it will help the learning
outcomes.”
The College is also eyeing opportunities presented by the Canadian
Army Doctrine and Training Centre’s vision for a Future Integrated Training
Environment (FITE) and what a network of training facilities and simulators
might mean for enhanced distance learning. The Primary Reserve Army
Operations Course, for example, is a year-long endeavour for candidates from
across the country that only brings them together at the end for a summer
residency. “Perhaps by harnessing an integrated training environment, there
are different ways to do it,” he noted.
“If, by linking our training with someone else’s training, it results in a better
student outcome, then I’m all in favor of it,” he added. “And if it results in
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | SPRING 2020
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saving resources, I’m in favor of that. There are some challenges, but we’re
still looking at those. There’s great potential, though.”
One idea would be to expand the staff ride concept of studying a campaign
or battle to understand how and why decisions were made, by converting the
relevant information of photos, maps, log books, diaries, battle orders and other
material to a digital or video format that could be readily shared.
“There’s some great virtual staff rides out there that could be used by a
unit to train at a distance from a staff college using new technology,” he said.
“We’re looking at the Battle of Ortona right now, as well as the battles of
Cyprus in 1974, as it’s the 45th anniversary. It’s an incredible tool for teaching
understanding of the basic tactics and doctrine.”
The greater use of training and learning dispersed over geographic distance
would also align with the Army’s operating concept, Close Engagement, which
emphasizes dispersed operations, he noted.
But for all the virtues of virtual reality, the residency portions of courses are
an opportunity to meet face-to-face and “take the measure of one another,”
said Strickland. “I don’t think that can be underestimated. It’s very hard to
establish trust at a distance. At the end of the day, what we’re doing is not a
new skill or a skill that is reliant on technology. To be a good staff officer is to
be able to take raw data, raw information, and turn it into knowledge that can
then be used by your commander and exploited by your team.”
Consequently, it’s the quality of the student more than the teaching
methodology and technology that will determine success.

“You need people who are curious and look at their perceptions and try
to understand the world and what they’re facing,” emphasized Strickland.
“Whether it’s a rifle company commander trying to look out and understand
a defensive position or a logistician trying to interpret the demands on a
supply chain, there needs to be an element of curiosity, intelligence and
initiative that all come together during a period of high stress where you
really can’t afford to make mistakes or fail.”
He is putting a lot of emphasis on trying to generate that curiosity
and the structures that would allow units to guide the self-development
of their officers.
“While formal professional military education accomplishes some things,
there’s always things that are left out. We are subject to the systems we have
in place, but there are always gaps,” he said. “If we can develop curiosity
in our officer corps and in our NCO corps so they see these gaps and then
explore ways to minimize them and enhance their own understanding of
a given problem set, then that’s a win for everyone.
“It’s very cool to me that over the past 80 years or so that the Staff
College has existed, we’ve relied on folks between 25 and 35 years of age
with a limited range of experience to come together, study problems together,
develop that network, develop that trust, and then go forth and do some
amazing things. The Staff College has been in some ways foundational to
the successes of the Canadian Army since 1942.” ■

Col Tod Strickland observes a briefing from 4th Canadian Division. Photo: DND

Students on the Army Operations Course conduct a tactical exercise without troops. Photo: Cpl Ian Miller
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Manoeuvre in the information domain
The Canadian Armed Forces is at war everyday in the information domain. Whether in Latvia, Ukraine, Iraq, Africa
or even at home, deployed forces face a barrage of false information that can quickly undermine or fail an operation.
In recent presentations, including to the Canadian Intelligence Conference (CANIC 19) in December, Lieutenant-General
Michael Rouleau, Commander of Canadian Joint Operations Command (CJOC), has argued for greater investment in
information operations (IO) and intelligence (INT) functions. He spoke with editor Chris Thatcher.
You have described the information domain as the central theatre of
operations. What are the implications for a force employer like CJOC?
I do think the information theatre is going to be, and is, the central theatre
of conflict or warfare moving forward. That is, you could win a tactical battle,
but if you don’t have the information space tightly sewn up, you’re effectively
losing in the perception space and, therefore, losing.
The traditional view of information through the lens of public affairs is not
sufficient. Public affairs folks have a massive role to play in the space, but I
see IO more as a function of manoeuvre than technical public affairs expertise.
We have to manoeuvre in the information space.
Since January, I’ve had an information component commander designated.
He’s a combat arms colonel who leads my joint operations effects cell in CJOC,
which itself is a relatively new creation. My public affairs team is connected
into that information component commander. (He joins the traditional air
and maritime component commanders – we don’t have a land component
commander, but there’s a study ongoing right now to deliver in June as to
what the LCC should look like – and the space, cyber and support component
commanders.) It’s ad hoc, but I’m finding the fix within my own outfit.
This officer is able to take the public affairs perspective, the strategic
communications perspective, some target audience analysis and put it in the
context of the overall operation, not as a technical adjunct to what we’re doing,
but as an integrated component of the planning and execution of the operation.
What’s it going to look like in the future? It will become much more fleshed out
and baked into our culture.
Does that allow you to be more proactive rather than reactive?
I’m coming up with expertise and the structural fits and aligning it with how
we do business. So it’s part of the fit. The real part, I would argue, is in the
policies, permissions and authorities space. How nimble can we be in terms
of getting the message out? I’m not sure proactive is a word that I’d use a lot,
because it’s much more nuanced than that; it’s deliberate. Some information
will be reactive, but in a very quick manner. But some will be very deliberate
and preplanned. How that connects into our processes, our boards, our
committees here in the headquarters where we do operations, all has to
be worked out. We haven’t really delved into that substantively at this point.

LGen Michael Rouleau with an aeromedical evacuation team on Op Presence-Mali in Gao in December 2018. Photo: Cpl Ken Beliwicz
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What’s the effect of that on operations?
I told Lieutenant-Colonel Mike Reekie, our last commander of the battle
group in Latvia, and the battle group, you guys aren’t doing land operations,
you’re doing an information operation in the land domain. And that is part of
our pan-domain force employment concept. I command the general-purpose
force operations, but there’s so much more that happens in all of these regions
bilaterally between the services and allied armies. And everything we do or
don’t do sends a message. That’s the reality.

LGen Michael Rouleau with members of Operation
Presence-Mali in December 2018.Photo: Cpl Ken Beliwicz

Christmas 1941, Soviet aircraft were dropping leaflets on German soldiers,
propaganda basically saying, this is your living space, your Lebensraum, Merry
Christmas. Today, we’re not dropping leaflets out of aircraft. It’s all happening
in other, more subtle ways. And in some cases, states have co-opted the right
to use that to drive wedges in the alliance. I think it’s very apropos that we
get our head around this issue and make some good progress, because it’s a
central tenet of future conflict.
That certainly mirrors a conversation we had with LCol Reekie last
fall around a shifting narrative in Russian propaganda in Latvia.
The distinction between conducting information operations in a land
domain versus simply operating in the land domain, how significant is
that given information operations have always been a part of conflict?
Materially on the ground, is it radically different? The answer’s probably no.
But it’s very important that we signal this down to the lowest levels, because
it underpins not just what we’re doing, but how we should be doing it. It’s an
important cultural message as much as anything else. What happens at the
tactical level today has much more resonance nationally and strategically than
it did 20 or 30 years ago. There is a much faster and more immediate effect.
To that end, I don’t think we can leave anything on the table with respect to
imparting to our people the precise reason why they’re doing something. This
is part of transparency with our younger soldiers, too. No surprises. Let’s tell
you exactly what we think you’re doing on mission X or Y.
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You’ve talked about information operations at the tactical level
“squeezing” the operational and strategic levels: What has that
done to the decision-making cycle?
There’s no question the operational level is being compressed. With
departing task force commanders, I make sure that they understand where
they fit. We get our authorities from Parliament and we owe accountability back
to Parliament, the Minister, the Chief of the Defence Staff. All of a sudden, these
relatively junior officers in the overall rank scheme find themselves next in the
order with all that responsibility on them. There’s a greater pull for information,
which means my headquarters has less time to assimilate, package, and
transmit. We had to make some changes here to ensure that we were as flat
and fit for purpose to the environment as possible. We are endeavoring to push
more power to lower levels so that we can be faster.
One way of achieving that is by empowering people, by flattening the
organization, by not treating information as a commodity to be hoarded, but as
something that ought to be shared. We’re trying to do our part to adapt to the
environment, telling the young people when they go forward what their role
entails, but also leaning on the professional military education to say we have
to up-armour people with better skills because the demands we’re imposing
on them are more than the lieutenant-colonel felt in 1992.

component for me is nested into all the other domains, so we’re at that point
stitching the information piece up with the work that’s happening in the space
domain, in the maritime domain. It’s a much richer, more complete information
perspective.
Is there a nexus between IO and intelligence in these operations?
Intelligence is the seminal foundation that, for me as a commander at the
operational level, guides the kind of actions that I can take. We traditionally
focus on the adversary. Where intelligence intersects a little bit with the
information space is in white situational awareness. So, understanding the
population, the environment, what social media is saying. We need to have the
right policies, the right authorities to be able to look at the complete picture;
not just the adversary who is in a particular country, but also the whole country.
We’re there among the people, among a culture or a set of cultures. It just
follows that we should have as complete an understanding of that and that our
actions should be informed by that.

To that end, you are in the process of developing a force
employment concept (FEC) for IO.
The IO FEC is really the force employers’ expression of what we need
the information space to do to enable us. It’s important that we understand
that strategic communications or information operations are not ends in
themselves; they’re part of the bigger picture, which is to win in this campaign
or to win in this exercise. We are working with others to develop the IO FEC.
It is one bespoke piece. One level up is the Pan-Domain Force Employment
concept, the PFEC, and that is a by-product of the “How We Fight” work that
has been done in the CAF over the last year. It is an overarching refreshed
concept for how the CAF sees itself winning in the future. All of this is an effort
to try to better align the force we have today and to enable us to visualize
the force that we have to build in the future. The Force Mix Structure Design
(FMSD) is a significant body of work that’s going to allow us to see where we
have gaps in the people and the structure sides of the forces.

A soldier with the enhanced Forward Presence Battle Group Latvia on Ex Winter Reaper at Camp Adaži in November 2019. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos
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What then do you need from an information operator in this domain?
What I want is a commander who can speak authoritatively at my level,
working for me and with my other components, to create the conditions in
the information environment that support the objectives I’m supposed to
achieve as given by the Chief. It’s more than public affairs. It’s more than
media response lines. It’s not propaganda. I don’t want to get into emotional
conversations that put a nefarious bent behind this. The reality is, we have
troops around the world right now and we’re not looking at the information
space as completely as we should.
There was a parade in Ukraine about a year ago, and the Russians took
pictures of two of my troops on a stage with an orthodox minister and then
spun that to say that we were somehow backing right wing ideology that
dated from the Second World War. We have another picture that was taken
from 10 feet beside that angle that shows the complete context, that there
was a Jewish rabbi on the stage, a Catholic priest – it was a multi-faith
event. If we are subject to that level of disinformation, I would like to be in
a position to respond quicker so that we’re stemming the flow of nefarious
ideas. That’s what it looks like for me. And this officer who’s commanding the

Soldiers from the enhanced Forward Presence Battle Group Latvia on Ex Urban Reaper
in the training area of Camp Adaži in October 2019. Photo: Cpl Djalma Vuong-De Ramos

You have called for greater dexterity in intelligence and being able
to operate at the speed of warfare. What’s your concern?
My concern is that as an enterprise, we’re not necessarily able to operate
as quickly as we should or with the levels of precision that we should. Warfare
is accelerating, so we need to be in a climate that acknowledges we have to
be both fast and precise. Sometimes I feel like the inertia of the organization
can result in a business-as-usual mentality, and we’re trying to say, no, the
character of warfare is changing.
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Are there capability gaps you want addressed?
As a force employer, I do think there are things we’re missing. I think
we’re missing the ability to see the battlespace as completely as we should.
There are deficiencies, therefore, in the ISR space. I think we have definite
deficiencies in our ability to move data and information through the intelligence
enterprise. That is a problem. I think, therefore, we have difficulty sifting
through reams of information, separating the signal from the noise, finding
the nugget that really matters to a particular commander and then building
around that.
I’m not afraid to say, yes, I do think that extends to the cognitive space. Is
the training that we’re doing moving toward a fit-for-purpose, state-on-state
and non-state intelligence operator? I’m not sure it is, but I’m making sure that
my colleagues are aware of how we see the character of warfare changing,
and that they’re taking that and maybe adapting, if they need to, on their own.

General Vance (Chief of the Defence Staff) recently said that what
are enablers today to conventional forces may, in the not too distant
future, become enabled by conventional forces. What does that
suggest to you as a force employer?
I agree with the Chief’s point. What we’re trying to do is signal a change in
the way we’re viewing modern conflict. Are the future surface combatant ship
or fighter jet weapon systems or are those very sophisticated platforms really
information gathering platforms? And if so, how are we going to then manage
that information?

Many of the Army’s modernization projects around Land C4ISR
are focused on hardware and software. What you’re describing
is a modernization of skill sets.
I’m a big believer that in the cognitive realm, we can get four or five times
our return on the investment if we’re spending more time thinking about
“peopleware,” not just hardware and software. A magic box of technology
is not going to solve our problems. At the end of the day, it’s always going to
come down to a particularly astute young man or woman who’s putting their
mind, their creativity, their experience behind a problem. But we have to be
enabled by technology.
In part, that is about training for operators. But it’s also about
having commanders who know what questions to ask of IO and
intelligence in order to get the most out of them.
That’s a great point. Oftentimes, you’ll hear a critique of the intelligence
function, but the intelligence cycle starts with direction. We sometimes critique
the very things that we don’t do a good enough job directing. I do think
commanders need to take ownership of pointing the intelligence apparatus at
the things that they need intelligence to look at. I’ve talked to the commandant
of the Staff College about this, about professional military education and are
we doing the right things. CJOC sent to the (Army, Navy, Air Force and other
Line 1 commanders) about eight months ago a year’s worth of reflections of
how our officers, our leaders are doing on operations. It was exactly around the
point of trying to get the other L1s aware of where we see the really good and
where we see the need for some improvement so that they, at their end, can
make the decisions they need to make.
Where did IO fall within that spectrum?
Interesting, it didn’t really get well reflected because we’re really not
doing much of it, especially at a tactical level. We’re doing public affairs at
the tactical level. So the answer is, not much. Where it did get illuminated
a bit was in Mali because of some of the staff officers in the United Nations
Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission (MINUSMA) headquarters.
In particular, Lieutenant-Colonel Eric Deneau had experience and was working
in the information space for the UN. Curiously, in that one mission, we were
learning quite a bit. And what we found was that the processes and the
approval systems have to be well-crafted. The three-star commanding that
mission had what I would call a somewhat constrained ability to communicate
in the information space because authorities were vested in the civilian side of
that UN organization.
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We have to have an enterprise that is digitized and capable of moving
data up, down and laterally. That is a prima facie condition to a successful
21st century military. All of the L1s in the CAF are working towards that end.
As Commander CJOC, I am taking an active role, plugged into the Assistant
Deputy Ministers of Data, Innovation and Analytics and Information
Management, to ensure that the macro joint equities are catered to.
The digitization efforts of a project like Joint Fires Modernization
would be central to what you are trying to accomplish?
That would be one of the great examples of where a service is doing
something that is completely in lockstep with where we want to go. What’s the
point of having a Joint Terminal Attack Controller if the JTAC doesn’t have the
ability to do a digital call for fires and therefore can’t operate with a particular
U.S. air component to a coalition? If we lose the ability to communicate with
the United States, then we are at great risk of no longer being able to plug into
levels that we’ve become accustomed to. ■
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RESERVE FORCE

NOREX 20
Validating a sub-Arctic response
By Allan Joyner
The images are indelible and, in some ways, misleading.
Nightly news footage of troops filling sandbags and
armoured vehicles wading flooded city streets are
well known across Canada. The reality is that smaller
communities, and more specifically across the North,
also require support in an emergency and the response
needs to be specialized and effective regardless of the
physical environment.
A much different image was evident from Feb. 28 to
Mar. 11, when 200 troops of the 4th Canadian Division’s
Arctic Response Company Group (ARCG) deployed in
Northwest Ontario for Exercise NOREX 2020. Run by
4th Canadian Division, this year’s event was held in the
Municipality of Greenstone, approximately 300 kilometres
northeast of Thunder Bay.
The Arctic Response Company Group is a specialized
sub-unit of the division that maintains an ability to
command, move and communicate under harsh weather
conditions in remote locations. The ARCG is the mission
task of the Grey and Simcoe Foresters, of Barrie and Owen
Sound, and is reinforced with soldiers drawn from across
31 Canadian Brigade Group, based in London, which has
A simulated casualty evacuation from the field. Photo: Pte Sarah Morley
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RESERVE FORCE

Cold water immersion training at Springwater Lake under
the direction of WO Christopher Thomson. Photo: Allan Joyner

“The main efforts of the Army Reserve are mission tasks where each unit is
given specific tasks designed to integrate with the Regular Army and provide
new and ongoing capabilities,” said Brigadier-General Nick Stanton, Director
General of the Army Reserve. “The ARCG provides a unique capability for
operations in the North in that they can follow on the Immediate Reaction Units
with the ability to live and work in the winter.”
The troops staged at CFB Borden and deployed to Exercise NOREX in a
1,110-kilometre road move to Geraldton that began on Feb. 28.
“We try not to call it an exercise,” said Lieutenant-Colonel David Mehaan,
exercise director and commanding officer of the Grey and Simcoe Foresters.
“NOREX is primarily to validate our ability to operate in this environment. The
things we measure are our ability to move, our ability to survive and our ability
to resupply and sustain our soldiers in the field.”
The Canadian Ranger patrols under the command of 3rd Canadian Ranger
Patrol Group (3 CRPG) in Northern Ontario are responsible for an area almost
as large as the combined landmass of France and Germany. Like Canadian
Rangers across Canada, their operations support local communities and reinforce
Canadian sovereignty. Working hand-in-glove with members of 3CRPG, the 4th
Division troops lived and traveled in the winter landscape, simulating the kinds of
movement required to support the Rangers and their assignments. Increasingly,
the emphasis is on humanitarian assistance and disaster relief for the area’s
communities in a crisis and NOREX focused on that task.
Operating under deployed company command, the ARCG’s three platoons
rotated assignments over the active days of NOREX. The company command
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1 Platoon of the 4th Canadian Division’s Arctic Response Company Group (ARCG)
on the winter route to Marten Falls. Photo: Pte Sarah Morley

post was located at Camp Loon at Springwater Lake. Each platoon spent
two nights in this isolated location. They practiced winter camp skills, winter
survival training and organized a casualty air evacuation. Co-located with a
Ranger patrol, the platoon in this location underwent in-depth training on the
realities of cold-water immersion. Wearing insulated suits, each soldier went
into an opening cut in the deep ice on Springwater Lake where they practiced
techniques for self-rescue and for rope rescue of other personnel.
A second platoon traveled overland 120 kilometres to set up a camp
in Beardmore. The assignment practised winter movement by LOSV
(snowmobiles) and winter camp setup and living. A secondary purpose
was to engage local leadership and citizen groups to enhance emergency
preparedness and foster the lines of communication required to respond to
crises in this and more isolated communities. Displays were staged for local
youth and the troops visited community groups.
A third platoon assignment was arguably the most arduous. In turn, each
platoon traveled 275 kilometres north on ice roads, lakes and trails to reach
the isolated community of Ogoki Post in the Marten Falls First Nation. With
no all-season roads into the community, it is typical of many across northern
Canada. The troops set up a platoon camp and engaged with the local elected
chief and council and with members of the community. The accompanying
Rangers from the 3rd Canadian Ranger Patrol Group contributed their local
expertise to support the platoon’s effort to reinforce partnerships. This mission
required air logistical support and each platoon prepared for and received fuel
delivery by helicopter.

While previous iterations of NOREX saw the ARCG deploy into the High
Arctic, this was decidedly different.
“What’s unique about this year is that for the first time in a few years we are
exercising our ability to deploy into a sub-Arctic rather than Arctic conditions,
which comes with its own nuances and challenges,” said Captain Nicholas
Roadhouse, commanding officer of the ARCG and second-in-command of
Bravo Company in the Royal Hamilton Light Infantry.
“Mobility is different in that here we tow smaller toboggans with our LOSVs
and the snow tends to be deeper and softer. We have to balance the need
to keep loads light with ensuring we carry enough supplies to complete our
assignment.”
Despite the change in location, NOREX proved to be a valuable and
successful event. Throughout it, soldiers demonstrated Arctic survival and
winter warfare skills in a harsh climate, including the maintenance and
operation of snow vehicles and communications gear, operated survival
equipment, and conducted patrols in austere environments and within local
communities.
“There is nothing better than looking after Canadians at home and, from
my experience, having local soldiers able to help augment local manpower is
extremely valuable,” said Stanton. He spent two days in the field on NOREX 20
and he sees exercises and domestic operations as win-win opportunities.
“Domestic operations and exercises have the important benefit to the Army
that they provide invaluable experience in the command and control required
to mass people and focus them on a task.” ■

Photo: Allan Joyner

ARCG origin
As the requirement for aid to civil powers in
Canada has grown in recent years, tasks and
capabilities of the Army have evolved to meet
the needs and the Arctic Response Company
Groups’ mandate is a perfect example. First
called for in 2008 following the adoption of the
Canada First Defence Strategy, the concept
was evaluated in several small exercises. Then in
2013, the Master Implementation Directive (MID)
for the ARCG was issued, formally tasking the
Reserve Force with the creation of the ARCGs.
Each division subsequently stood up an Arctic
Response Company Group, which consists of
a conventional company, but with attachments
from outside the company or its parent unit.
Depending on the task assigned, they include
medical, engineers, artillery forward observers,
intelligence and influence activity.
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FEEDING
JAWS

A data-gathering exercise that will fuel AI applications for Joint Fires

Images of soldiers and vehicles captured by a UAS. Photos: DRDC

By Chris Thatcher
How do you train an artificial intelligence
algorithm? Feed it data; lots and lots of data.
“For the AI to work well, it needs variety,”
explained Dr. Mélanie Breton, a defence scientist
with the Tactical Surveillance and Reconnaissance
section of Defence Research and Development
Canada (DRDC) as first a Light Armoured Vehicle
(LAV 6) and then a Tactical Armoured Patrol Vehicle
(TAPV) executed circles and tight figure eights in
front of her and Major Rick Parent, project director
for Joint Fires Modernization.
As the combat vehicles cut patterns through
the snow in a clearing at the edge of the Canadian
Forces Base Valcartier training area, multiple
cameras tracked their movement. On a platform
attached to a large van, two Coral-C and Coral-CRC
handheld thermal imaging sensors, six infrared
(IR) and electro-optical (EO) cameras and a half
dozen low cost commercial cameras – “most under
$30, one on eBay for $200, and all with very nice

images,” said Breton – panned back and forth
while overhead, two commercial quad copters
with IR and EO lenses dipped and arced around
the vehicles.
The elaborate dance of vehicles and cameras
was part of a data collection exercise for a DRDC
Valcartier project known as Joint Algorithmic
Warfighter Sensors (JAWS) under a larger Canadian
Army science and technology portfolio called
Empowered Dispersed Operations in the Digital Age.
As a light fog interspersed with snow descended
over the training area that mid-February morning,
scientists gradually built a dataset of Army vehicles
and personnel imagery. Once the LAV and TAPV
from 1er Battalion Royal 22e Régiment and 5e
Régiment d’artillerie légère du Canada completed
their circuits, a G-Wagon traced a similar pattern,
followed by a snowmobile and eventually
dismounted soldiers wearing snowshoes and
pulling a sled.

The process would be repeated in the afternoon,
giving Breton and her DRDC Valcartier Research
Centre colleagues an array of images of each
platform from multiple angles and under different
light and weather conditions. The soldiers from
1erR22eR repeated their circuit through the
clearing and against a treeline in winter white gear
and in CADPAT, changing from in-service to foreign
weapons as they went to present a different profile.
“What we want to know is whether we can
differentiate between friend and foe,” explained
Breton.
By amassing imagery of Canadian vehicles and
teaching the AI algorithm to recognize and correctly
identify the make and model, even when weapons
are covered or fuel and water cans are strapped to
the sides, DRDC is creating a dataset of “friendly”
images.

A LAV 6.0 passes a box of cameras while a UAS captures images from above. Photo: Steven Berry
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The imagery of soldiers clambering over snow
banks and adopting watch positions is intended to
teach the AI to distinguish human forms that are
walking, kneeling or lying prone – at present, a
prone soldier is almost indistinguishable from an
animal to an AI algorithm.
“All of these cameras have different image
qualities and resolutions,” said Breton. “In real life,
we don’t always have a perfect lab image, so if we
want the AI to work on these types of images, we
need them in the datasets.”
Despite the fluctuating temperatures that
periodically disrupted the performance of the
sensitive equipment, she said the field experience
was invaluable for the researchers. “In AI, we don’t
want to be the disconnected scientist back in our
lab. We need to be close to the real data, close to
the user need. The AI field goes so fast, so we have
to be talking to everyone.”
The next step is labelling the information in
each image, a “mind numbing” task of manually
identifying vehicles, soldiers and weapons. An AI
algorithm won’t recognize something it hasn’t seen
before, said Valerie Lavigne, a defence scientist
who has worked with teams of military personnel

that have spent hours painstakingly drawing boxes
around image objects and labelling them. “It can
extrapolate, but you won’t know for sure.”
Soldiers with expertise in each platform have
spent a few weeks at a time helping with the
machine learning process – “no more than two
weeks, we care about their mental health,” she
quipped. As the algorithm computes an output,
the scientists are able to adjust its response with
the soldiers’ correct answer. “We do that a couple
million times, back and forth, until it gives the right
answer every time.”
Lavigne has been developing a way to “gamify”
the process, perhaps like Pokémon, so that soldiers
earn points or rewards as they box and label the
data.
Ultimately, though, the Army will need a less
manpower-intensive way to tag data. “The most
capable commercial AI applications have teams of
people manually labelling millions of images on a
daily basis. We simply do not have the capacity to
do that,” said Lieutenant-Commander Mike Nelson,
an innovation officer for the Directorate of Land
Requirements. “We will have to figure out how to
train AI efficiently so that it frees up our soldiers to

work on higher order tasks, rather than increase
the burden on an already resource-strained Army.”

WATCHING THE WATCHERS
As the drones recorded the vehicles and soldiers
navigating the training area, off to the side five
EO cameras in two additional boxes tracked the
drones, panning and tilting with their movements.
With the abundance of unmanned systems now
flying above the modern battlefield, DRDC is
exploring ways to autonomously and automatically
identify friend from foe or even fowl and “took the
opportunity to be here to capture and track the
signatures of the drones,” said Guillaume Gagne,
a defence scientist on a project called Defeat
Autonomous Systems.
Like Breton and Lavigne, his small team was
nestled in a van, fine-tuning the tracking software
so it would consistently select one of the two
drones and lock on to its flight. “We can switch
from one feed to another to perform tracking and
select the target we want to track,” said Gagne as
he toggled between sensor feeds.
The data will be incorporated into a counter-UAS
system to address the threat of mini and micro

Cameras mounted on a DRDC vehicle track soldiers moving across a clearing. Photo: Steven Berry
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drones — the Army’s Ground Based Air Defence
project will likely tackle the threat of larger UAS —
that could include jamming via electronic warfare,
taking control through cyber systems, or kinetic
counter measures to disable the platform such as
dispersed shot, air bursts or high energy lasers,
he said. An AI-trained algorithm able to identify and
track drones with a passive EO sensor rather than
active radar could mean a distinct advantage.

LINKING SENSOR TO SHOOTER
The application of artificial intelligence to help
reduce the cognitive burden on soldiers tasked with
detection and identification responsibilities has a
lot of interest across the Canadian Armed Forces
(CAF). The data collection exercise was sponsored
by the Joint Fires Modernization (JFM) project
under the JAWS project to understand and validate
how AI can be incorporated into joint fires and
support other sensor-centric projects such as ISR
Modernization.
“It is the first step in automating the sensor-toshooter link and the fires decision-action cycle,”
said Parent, a recent artillery battery commander
and forward observation officer (FOO). “This is
the first task our operators conduct: acquire the
target. They are on the battlefield supporting
manoeuvre forces, and by getting a location,
type, size, activity and degree of protection of the
adversary’s systems, those become targets and
spurs into action the analysis and coordination to

execute a strike. That is our bread and butter as fire
supporters, the observation role to then decisively
coordinate lethal and non-lethal effects.”
However, the process of observing, correctly
identifying, and then communicating a target is
prone to human error. At present, a FOO whether
dismounted with all of their kit on their back, or
mounted in an observation post vehicle, will flip
through an Aide-Memoire booklet with pictures
of vehicles and weapons, geo-locate it on a paper
map and relay this target information as a call
for fire to a signaller within the party, who will in
turn copy it down prior to sending by voice to the
artillery unit for prosecution. There, the call for fire
is written down and manually entered into
a ballistic computer.
“That is four air gaps for one piece of tactical
information,” noted Parent. “Those are all steps
that have the risk of imposing human error
resulting in delays or worse – rounds landing
not on the intended target.”
“And that presupposes that the communications
are working well, that there is a common language
without accents,” added Christian Légère, a former
signaller and now the JFM deputy project manager
in the Assistant Deputy Minister Materiel Group.
“The potential for introducing errors at each of
those steps is multiplied every time you have to
manually do one of these tasks.”
Said Parent: “If we can use artificial intelligence
technology to augment the operators in their

A small UAS follows soldiers in winter gear. Photo: Chris Thatcher
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detection, recognition, and identification tasks, we
are going to be that much more efficient, accurate
and lethal. And it’s not only artillery observers; it’s
reconnaissance, snipers, radars – anything that is
looking out into a sector of the battlespace. Why
not have the machine augment the user to drop
at least one of the air-gaps?”

WITH AND WITHOUT DATA
To date, the focus of AI algorithms in target
acquisition has been primarily on visual-spectrum
applications such as automated EO full motion
video (FMV) analysis for close-proximity intelligence
collection of civilian pattern vehicles and individuals
from close ranges. With the proliferation of thermal
sensor capabilities across the Army, and the
difficulty of “hiding or masking” human and vehicle
signatures, AI could dramatically change even the
most basic tasks. “It is incredibly expensive, takes
advanced technology, and discipline to hide in the
IR spectrum. This is why we absolutely rely on
our modern thermal optics on operations,”
noted Parent.
The tedious task of conducting turret watch
within an armoured vehicle would be less fatiguing
for crews if AI was able to assist with detection
and trigger an audible alert when it detected an
anomaly, he suggested. “The thermal in a LAV is
really good. With that initial detection, it could cue
the observer to look in, and if he or she wasn’t
able to tell exactly what it is, then they could alert

another asset like a UAS or vehicle on another hill.”
In fact, with AI assistance, ground-based EO/
IR target acquisition systems that are typically
collocated with soldiers could be dispersed as
unattended ground sensors to enhance force
protection.
While AI machine learning and computer vision
algorithms currently depend on large quantities
of data, the JAWS team isn’t assuming unfettered
access to data. In fact, they are actively considering
the realities of a conflict with a near-peer adversary
and battlespace where the CAF is not necessarily
“swimming in sensors, drowning in data,” but rather
starved for data due to adversarial counter-ISTAR
capabilities and unknowns regarding the physical
environment, said Nelson.
“Our adversaries have robust Anti-Access Area
Denial (A2AD) capabilities in the space, air, land, and
maritime domains, as well as the information domain.
In this reality, we are not likely to have the ability to
freely collect the large quantities of data that we have
become accustomed to over the last 20 years. As we
look to build AI into our in-service and future sensor
suites, we have to take this into account. How can AI
operate reliably in these environments given the ‘fog’
of the future operating environment?”
For projects like JFM and ISR Mod, leveraging
DRDC’s work in embedded AI algorithms and deep
machine learning could be a way to future-proof
the sensor equipment each will procure in the
coming years.

Among other things, JFM will replace the
Coral-CRC with a solution that Parent hopes will
consolidate a modern thermal imager into a single
form factor with an EO camera, laser range finder,
laser marker and fire control software, while also
reducing the number of batteries and cables
strapped to the observer. At the same time, a
project to modernize the night vision systems for
infantry, snipers, armoured reconnaissance and
others is exploring many of the same capabilities
for the larger Army.
Both projects are talking to the same vendors,
Parent noted, which could result in a common
solution for all or variants of a common system
that can be tailored for each community. Though
a final decision is still a few years off as the two
projects move through the procurement process,
one question they will have to answer soon is how
to incorporate artificial intelligence applications:
Is it embedded in the system or tethered/edgecomputed? The former might provide instance
analysis but would be a large power draw.
“For JFM, we might give the users the option,”
said Parent. “They could have it embedded within
their optic within the system, but they also could
have it on their tablet, almost like a picture-inpicture displayed as an overlay of our touch-driven
command and control software (similar to Google
Maps). This way you can pop-up a UAS feed and
it would have the AI algorithm running while you
leverage the tablet for its processing power.”

Whatever thermal sensor systems the Army
eventually acquires, the datasets built by DRDC will
be part of an AI solution. “When they are ready, we
will make sure to provide the datasets,” said Breton
of future vendor interest. “It’s multi-use. If a private
company comes to us and says, ‘we have a good
AI model’, we’ll have a dataset to test it against.
We have a huge library of datasets. No one has
that yet. And we are learning through the process.
Even now we are doing things differently than in
the fall.”
Like most industrial sectors struggling to
understand how best to apply AI, the Army will
face a number of challenges. But both Nelson
and Parent believe it’s critical the Army not wait to
solve every one before deploying AI operationally.
“Typically, we are concerned with how we employ
at scale across the entirety of the Army. This is
important to consider, but the current operational
tempo allows us an opportunity to learn by doing,”
said Nelson. “So, let’s get the technology into the
hands of our soldiers on exercises and operations
now, and have our scientists and engineers work
with them in real-time to improve the technology,
which, even in its current state, is sufficiently
mature for it to deliver value. It is only through active
experimentation that we will gain the knowledge
required to future-proof the sensors we are
procuring; to ensure that not only are our systems
AI-ready or AI-enabled, but that they can evolve with
best-of-breed AI technologies over time.” ■

A quadcopter UAS captures a side view of a LAV 6.0. Photo: Chris Thatcher
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SPECIAL REPORT

Skyeton Raybird-3
sets endurance record
By Amir Ashrafi, CEO, Skyeton Inc.
Kyiv-based Skyeton has completed a full cycle of trials of its globally-selling
Raybird-3 Unmanned Aerial systems (UAS) and is now transitioning to full
production and further research and development in Canada.
In designing the Raybird-3 technology, Skyeton focused on three key
aspects: The airframe and its capabilities, the maximum possible degree
of flight automation from takeoff to landing, and the reliability of operations
with durability in mind.
It might be hard to believe, but this small-factor UAS aircraft, which weighs
just 21 kilograms fully equipped, can stay airborne for over 24.5 hours. This
endurance record was recently verified by an independent party.
The fixed-wing record-setting aircraft can perform reconnaissance and
surveillance missions, reliably feeding live video footage to an associated
ground control station. In terms of air endurance, it has very few rivals of
similar size and weight worldwide.
Designed for professional use, the Raybird-3 UAV has a fuel injection
engine and an in-air endurance of up to 32 hours. It can fly missions while
transmitting streaming live video over a radius of 120 kilometres. The
maximum operational ceiling is 10,000 feet or 3,000 metres. Under NATO
UAS classification, it is a Class II (operational/theatre, mission radius ≥50 km
(LOS)) or Class III (strategic/national, mission radius 200 km (LOS)) aircraft.
In its current configuration, the Raybird-3 UAS consists of three UAS with
mission-specific payloads, a foldable catapult launcher, a ground control
station (GCS), aerials and other support equipment, including spare parts
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and fixings, all transportable in four ruggedized containers weighing collectively
about 200 kilograms.
The Raybird-3 can be transformed from the container to operational flight by
two personnel within 15 to 20 minutes and does not require any screwdrivers,
wrenches, or other similar tools to assemble or disassemble for storing.
It is launched by a mechanical catapult of a proprietary design developed
by Skyeton. Landing is assisted by parachute to slow down its descent and
with a reusable, electrically pumped airbag to cushion the impact on the
airframe. While approaching the landing site, the aircraft ‘flips on its back’
to minimize the risk of mechanical damage to the payload equipment.
It is powered by a carbureted engine, developing 3.5 horse power –
which, admittedly, on several occasions proved excessive for some of the
routine missions tested. An electronic fuel injected engine is optional. An
onboard starter/generator provides electric power to the mission and payload
equipment and enables remote engine on/off control while in flight. Critical
systems such as flight control surfaces and servos are duplicated to improve
reliability and safety of operation.
Since the flight is highly automated from takeoff through to touchdown, the
human operator’s duties can be focused on managing payload equipment.
Modular architecture allows for payloads of up to 7 kg, ranging from a snapshot
camera to a gyro-stabilized camera laser rangefinder, or synthesized aperture
radar mounted in a stabilized gimbal. Payload packages can alternatively include
radio relays and electronic warfare/countermeasure equipment.

During the most recent trials, a Raybird-3 aircraft was flight tested equipped
with a gyro-stabilized OCTOPUS Epsilon 140 electro-optical and infrared (EO/
IR) sensor gimbal. The Epsilon 140 has optical and digital zoom capabilities
for recognizing, identifying, and tracking objects day and night, with excellent
image stabilization. It offers 7.87 inches (20 cm) resolution at an altitude of
6,562 feet (2 km), enabling a car license plate number to be read from 1,312
feet (400 m) away.
The gimbal can lock on and automatically track up to five objects of interest,
moving or static, simultaneously, and can automatically locate objects within
its field of view. The aircraft can be optionally equipped with an Epsilon 140Z
gimbal, integrating an optically zoomed IR camera with a laser designator/
rangefinder.
Validated by a test mission using an indigenously developed ECM jammer,
the Raybird-3 UAS provides an improved counter-ECM capability that allows it
to function effectively, even in the presence of substantial jamming.
Multiple Raybird-3 drones can be concurrently and collectively controlled
from a single control station. With long endurance capability proven, Skyeton is
now aiming to develop “swarming” capabilities.
Skyeton believes that the less a user intervenes in controlling a UAS, the
better. This approach is based on statistics gathered during Raybird-3’s testing
and operation. For new operators, autonomous Raybird-3 flight allows for a
quick learning curve and offers safer operations and more efficient flight.
After completion of the recent cycle of trials, Raybird-3 developers and

military experts reached a consensus that effective operation of longendurance UAV drones requires adequate ground support and human operator
training. Military experts particularly recommend the U.S. experience, where
long-endurance UAS are operated from 4x4 Hummer type truck vehicles, as
is the case with RQ-7 Shadow-200 UAS operated by the U.S. Army’s Stryker
Brigade combat team. Each Shadow-200 unit operates three UAS with four
drones each. Deployed from Hummer trailers, they are used for 24-hour
battlefield surveillance and reconnaissance missions, logging 60 flight hours
every day.
The Raybird-3 represents one of the most advanced UAS technologies ever
developed in Ukraine, according to the assessment of the MoD’s Armaments
Testing and Certification Center, Chernihiv. Military officials have stated that
the RAYBIRD-3 UAS fully conforms to the technical specifications required
by Ukraine’s Armed Forces, and there is already a place reserved for it in the
combat organization.
Skyeton is now in the process of moving to Canada to continue its effort to
design and produce our next fully autonomous UAS. We will leverage Canadian
universities and advanced academic institutions to create quality jobs for the
Canadian economy.
We will be at CANSEC 2020 in Ottawa and would love to speak with
you there. ■
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Mentor and Advise
The professional development of the Armed Forces of Ukraine

C

anada launched Operation Unifier in September 2015 by deploying
about 200 Canadian Armed Forces members in response to Ukrainian
government requests for help to remain a sovereign, secure and stable
government. Canada is part of an international effort that includes Lithuania,
Poland, the United Kingdom, the United States, Denmark and Sweden.
Canada’s training mission began with teaching military skills, improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) disposal training, medical training and infantry
training, while a small contingent of Canadian Military Police trainers taught
specialized courses on the use of force and investigation techniques.
In 2018, the mission expanded to begin working with the National Guard of
Ukraine, an organization about a tenth the size of the Armed Forces of Ukraine
(AFU). Flexible and agile, they too needed the same type of training Canada
provides to the AFU to achieve NATO interoperability and increase their level
of professionalism.

By Tim Dunne

A Canadian mentor observes a collective training exercise by members of the National
Guard of Ukraine at the International Interagency Multidisciplinary Training Center in
Stare in February 2020. Photo: Capt Cynthia Kent

A member of a Direct Fire Support team with the Armed Forces of Ukraine fires on
targets at the AFU Combat Training Centre in March 2020. Canadian Army members
are mentoring AFU instructors. Photo: Cpl Jeffrey Clement
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“We have moved away from direct teaching and into a mentoring and
advisory role,” Canadian task force commander Lieutenant-Colonel Jeffrey
Toope explained. “The National Guard of Ukraine has evolved from their
earlier history as the police service of the Ministry of the Interior into a
professional, flexible and reform-minded organization. It is now a very
professional group of people. Since the 2015–2016 period, they have
reformed and rebranded and now have a new purpose in life. They are
moving away from the old former Soviet mentality. Now, it is very much
easier to get things moving a lot quicker. In fact, sometimes we have to slow
them down.”
Toope is a military engineer with service in Afghanistan, Haiti and Jamaica
and commander of 42 Field Squadron with 4 Engineer Support Regiment
at Canadian Forces Base Gagetown, and officer commanding the Field
Engineering Training Squadron with the Canadian Forces School of Military
Engineering.
“The move away from direct training to a mentoring and advisory role
began some time ago and has been the objective of the multinational team
that is providing training to the Ukrainian Armed Forces,” he said. “For

Russian Invasion
It was in May 2005 when Russian President
Vladimir Putin tipped his hand with his comment
that the collapse of the Soviet Union “was the
greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the century.”
He and Dimitry Medvedev, president from 2008
to 2012, began to reconstruct Russia from
the territories surrounding the Rodina – the
Motherland. The first territorial victim was Georgia
when Russia integrated the regions of South
Ossetia, and Abkhazia after a five-day war, from
August 7-12, 2008. Both regions are now under
Russian control.
Re-elected president in 2012, Putin turned
his attention to Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula. In
February 2014, “little green men,” as Ukrainians
called them, with Russian weapons and Russian
combat uniforms without any national insignia,
took control of key facilities on the peninsula.
Within weeks Russia controlled Crimea and
conducted an illegal referendum on March 16
in which, according to the respected Brookings
Institute, “97 percent allegedly voted to join Russia
with a turnout of 83 percent … Some 60 percent
were ethnic Russians, and many might have
concluded their economic situation would be better
as a part of Russia.”
As soon as Russia annexed Crimea, pro-Russian
separatists took Donetsk and Luhansk regions in
April 2014. The Ukrainian government resisted,
deploying the Ukrainian armed forces into the
region. The military conflict has since cost some
14,000 lives.
In November 2014, Canada began its military
assistance to Ukraine when a RCAF CC-177
Globemaster aircraft delivered cold weather
clothing, followed in January 2015 by two
shipments of non-lethal military materials by
sea, and in November 2015, $3 million worth
of explosives disposal equipment.
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example, our Combined Arms Training Group at the Combat Training Center in
Yavoriv originally, in 2015, trained a company. Now we are training a brigade
with two battalions with our U.S. partners under the multinational training
program four times a year.”

DEVELOPING NCOS
One holdover from the past is the lack of an effective non-commissioned
officer corps, which in most other national military forces is the backbone
of the armed services. Under the Soviet model, much of the education
and training for the military would be done by senior field grade officers,
lieutenant-colonels and colonels. In western militaries this is done by
NCOs. It is these same NCOs who provide leadership and discipline through
example, mentorship, instruction and direct communication with their
colleagues and subordinates.
Training and education come from the Armed Forces Ukrainian
Development Group, comprising 20 NCOs and officers who are focused
on officer development and NCO development. The success of the training
operation speaks for itself: Canadians have trained over 16,000 AFU
members. But the numbers don’t reflect the whole achievement. During its
50 years as a Soviet Union member nation, the military had a very focused
Soviet mentality, and in many ways, it continues to exist.
Toope underscored the operation’s multinational nature with Canada’s
partnership with Lithuania on NCO development. “Lithuania is another

country that has experience transitioning from a Soviet military model to a
NATO country. So, we all worked together with the Ukrainian authorities to
ensure that it became a Ukrainian solution. We then trained the trainers so
that they can deliver it themselves.
“We’ve done a lot of work helping them with their NCO corps over the
last two years,” he said. “And it’s really started to take off over the past year.
My sergeant-major is conducting a professional development series, along
with other chief warrant officers from our international partners.
“We are also teaching an intermediate leadership qualification course,
the ILP, which is comparable to a DP 3 – basically your platoon warrant
officer qualification. They are responding to it well and they are interested.
Our people are now mentoring and monitoring in the classrooms to ensure
quality control and quality assurance with them.”
In response, the Ukrainian government passed a new law increasing NCO
pay, and recognizing NCOs and their rank structure. In the Canadian system,
as in many other partner nations, the pay scales for NCOs and officers are
parallel, but in the Ukrainian system it went from private to chief warrant
officer, then jumped to second lieutenant. With the change it is now much
more like the Canadian and American systems, giving the Ukrainian soldier
more reason to remain. The aim is to improve recruiting and retention.
Toope also recognized the contribution of Military Police trainers. “Our
Military Police are doing great work. We are at the point now where the
[AFU] are doing pretty much all the direct training for MPs, with our people

Senior non-commissioned members from several partner nations (front row) led
professional development for sergeants at various NCO academies across Ukraine
to broaden their understanding of the key role NCOs play within a NATO context.
Photo: Cpl Jeffrey Clement

in a mentoring and advisory role. They also now have a Military Police trade
within the [AFU], thanks to the efforts of the Military Law and Order Service
(MLOS), with the assistance of a number of multinational partners, the NATO
Military Police Centre of Excellence, and Canada.”

PROFESSIONALIZING TRADES
The Ukrainian Armed Forces’ system of trades is another challenge for
the multinational effort.
Toope noted that, “the [AFU] have a different system of trades than NATO
nations. Reconnaissance is a trade, for example, but medical services are
not. In some cases, it is challenging to line up their employment with their
training. A person may be trained as a medic but not employed as a medic.
“The direct training we do, one-on-one with soldiers, not only increases
their level of professionalism, but helps them save lives. So, the engineer
and medical training we provide today may save lives later on. This also
builds trust and relationships that later we can use to provide more
enhanced training, such as we did with the military engineers. After direct
training, a previous group of Canadian instructors was able to conduct a
combat engineer course. Then we provided IED training, and we have built
on that so that we can now conduct a combat engineer course that is
NATO compatible.”

Combat engineers provide direct training on explosive threats hazards awareness
and recognition techniques to National Guard of Ukraine members in January 2020.
Photo: MCpl Jeffrey Clement
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CULTURE CHANGE
Trying to change the military culture of the country can only be successful
in small steps, Toope emphasized. “It is a large organization with some
240,000 people. Many senior staff and general officers have remained
in their respective positions since 2015, which frequently is not always
conducive to implementing necessary doctrinal and operational changes.
Change does happen, but there are also times when there is push-back.
One of the realities in Ukraine is that many of their practices are mandated
by law. Where we have policies, practices and protocols in Canada, the
Ukrainians have laws which mandate and detail how issues are addressed.
The inflexibility caused by things being enshrined in law can impede progress.”
Continuous fighting in eastern Ukraine gives this training an air of urgency.
“There are Ukrainian soldiers coming off the line in the Donbass area who
are taking this training and may be returning to the Joint Force Operations
area in Donbass. It is as difficult for the Ukrainians as it would be for any
nation to be fighting a war and concurrently learning new ways to conduct
military operations,” he said. “These are proud soldiers and they want to
learn how NATO nations meet these objectives. They want to learn and they
want to become NATO compatible. There are still people being killed and
being wounded.
“The goal is to increase Ukrainian sovereignty, security and capacity for
economic development,” Toope concluded. “And to help them achieve their
goal of becoming more Europe-centric and NATO compatible. Our goal is to
help them achieve the military reforms that they want. If you look back five
years and compare that to the AFU we have today, you can see a significant
improvement.” ■
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The Tents Situation
By Richard Bray “One day. It only took one day.”

Soldiers conducted training on the new tactical Headquarters Shelter System in August
2019. The HQSS can operate in all weather conditions and features a modular, flexible
layout to adapt to different operational needs. Photos: DND
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That was all soldiers needed to decide the new Headquarters Shelter
System (HQSS) was a worthy replacement for the aging but still capable Tent
Expandable Modular System (TEMS) headquarters, said Captain Daniel Huot,
project director for HQSS.
Initial cadre training in Petawawa in early 2019, where Weatherhaven Global
Resources trained the Army’s trainers, quickly proved many of the advantages
of HQSS, and others have become evident since.
The greatest difference between the old and new shelter systems may be
deployability: The HQSS can deploy into any environment, from extremes of
tropical heat down to -51 degrees Celsius due to a change in the material
compounds of the PVC used in earlier systems.
“One of the main problems with the old PVC material was what we call
‘cold cracking’, anywhere below -40 Celsius, making the PVC variant often
useless in Arctic conditions,” said Huot. With older shelter systems, units going
north had to bring nylon shelters, and units in the south used PVC versions.
“Now we can do both with one system.”
Weatherhaven, of Coquitlam, B.C., was awarded two contracts in 2017
worth about $168 million to deliver shelters and related equipment, as well
as an initial five years of in-service support. The first shelter systems were
delivered in July 2019.
HQSS will serve as tactical command posts for division, brigade, unit and
domestic joint task force headquarters, as well as Role 2E hospitals, medical
command posts, battle group medical stations, air transportable dental
facilities, accommodation shelters, and as part of intelligence shelters under
the Combined Joint Intelligence Modernization (CJIM) project.
The shelters are expected to be in service for at least 25 years, supporting
Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) operations in Canada and around the world.
HQSS is a range of modules of different sizes, with a multi-directional huband-spoke connector capability, and all the ancillary equipment needed for
almost any operational environment. The ancillary equipment consists of semirigid flooring; a tactical lighting system with power distribution, air conditioning
and a heat pump called an Environmental Control Unit (ECU); a fuel-fired air
heater; and cargo containers to store and ship the entire system.
Unlike older shelters, HQSS allows a wide range of field repairs and
replacements, as opposed to units living with or working around faults in
the TEMS until there were enough of them to send for repair.
The 1 Module is about 250 square feet, the 2 Module is about 500 square
feet, and the 4 Module, the largest, is just under a thousand square feet.
The four-door Hub Shelter is basically a central location where modules can
be attached front to back and left to right. A Vestibule Module is a very small
shelter that only has one door in and one door out, to allow tactical entry
and exit.
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HQSS doors use double, flat ‘hook and loop’ fasteners to close the top
and sides. On the inside of the soft door is an L-shaped zipper. “But we have
incorporated the option of a hard (light aluminum) door, so where the existing
doors are in the modules, you simply unfasten them, roll them up and put them
aside. Then you fasten the hard door,” said Huot. “This will be really convenient
and time-saving for high traffic areas, but the flat fastener works just fine for
lower traffic areas such as accommodation and doesn’t take as much cargo
space when packed and ready to move.”
A couple of special tools will make living with the HQSS a lot easier. One
of the big headaches when deploying the TEMS is hammering in the tie-down
spikes and then extracting them. As many soldiers know, more than a few
spikes were left in the ground if they were too difficult to remove. A new
slide hammer tool will make insertion and removal much easier.
HQSS also comes with a snow, water and ice removal tool. “What we
used to do in the past was take a broom and poke it from the inside. With
this system, you can’t do that because there is a foot of space between
the ceiling above your head and the fly, the solar shade that goes over the
whole structure,” explained Huot. Now, soldiers will have a telescoping rake
to remove the snow load. “We’re not that worried about the frame cracking
because the shelter structure itself can sustain the weight of a pickup truck,
but we do worry about the downward pressure eventually distorting the fabric
out of shape.”
Shorter or lighter soldiers will also appreciate a Weatherhaven-designed
pulley system that hooks into the top of the shelters’ struts.

LIGHTS, FLOORS, ACTION
Tactical LED lighting allows a choice of white, green or emergency
illumination, and a power cable drops down from each light. “When you set up
your office, let’s say, the power is already there with the lighting,” noted Huot.
“And an office system might have a dozen computers plus people charging
lots of other devices.”
Unlike older shelters, the HQSS system is insulated. The insulation is
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detachable, so units in the field can take it out for cleaning or repairs; they can
even pressure wash the walls inside without moving or detaching anything.
During tests in Petawawa last summer in hot weather, with no cooling
equipment running, troops noticed the cooler temperature inside because
of insulation, he added.
Arriving in the field, the new soft flooring is not attached. “We wanted the
sergeant-majors setting up their camps to have the option of getting their
soldiers to lay out the flooring to see which configurations work best for the
mission in that location,” said Huot. “The flooring lets them know exactly how
the modules will fit together.”
The anti-skid soft flooring acts like a berm because it attaches to the walls
with the flat fastener, so there is much less infiltration of dirt, dust, and insects.
Between the passages, the flat fastening system at the entrances allows
soldiers to attach the two shelter floors together and get a seamless joint.
“When you want to install the hard flooring, you just go from one room to the
next over this seamless soft flooring,” explained Huot, noting that the jigsaw
puzzle-like flexible pieces include solid panels, cable management panels
with openings for networking connections, and doorway ramp panels. “That’s
something we didn’t have before. In fact, the older systems didn’t have a floor
at all. With this new system, everything can be pretty well buttoned down and
zipped together.
“When Role 2E hospitals used to deploy, you would get a lot of
contamination and when you’re supporting an operating room, that’s a
problem. The HQSS sealed flooring combined with electrostatically welded
seams instead of sewn together, offers a huge reduction in dust and water
infiltration.”
Another feature is the Vehicle Boot, which will allow almost any vehicle in
the CAF inventory to back up into the shelter module, deploy stairs into the
shelter, and then be sealed with curtains from above and below. “The HQSS
system was very much designed to accommodate the new series of vehicles
that are coming into service with the Army,” said Huot. “The biggest standard
pattern trucks can integrate with HQSS. Let’s say you have a headquarters

command post inside the back of the vehicle. You can have a set of stairs
coming out of the vehicle down into the HQSS and still be tactical because
the vehicle interface curtain stops light leaking out. That’s a big jump in
capability.”
Huot and the project team are now working on attaching Mobile Expandable
Container Configuration (MECC) shelters to the HQSS. “Especially with medical
deployments, we’ll be able to keep the working environment much cleaner,”
he said.

RAPID DEPLOYMENT
The HQSS will not completely replace the currently in-service TEMS. Units
will continue to use the older equipment alongside the HQSS until new tactics,
techniques and procedures have been developed and proven. The HQSS fourdoor hub has a TEMS interface, so both can be fitted together.
“There is really no reason to replace all the TEMS,” said Huot. In the field,
units will be able to store surplus material inside a TEMS and put primary
functions in the HQSS modules.
The significant advantage of the HQSS is the ease to deploy, especially for
units where rapid deployment is paramount. Commanders and their staff may
find the HQSS takes some more planning and coordination, but that’s a result
of having more capability and flexibility to work with.
A CC-177 Globemaster III can carry two containers and the Role 2E hospital,
for example, deploys in ten containers, meaning it can be anywhere with five
flights. The Army has ordered almost a thousand sea containers to store and
ship the HQSS, because supply personnel have been asking for more storage
space. “In effect, no unit receiving the new system will have to sacrifice indoor
storage space and the equipment that’s in it just to accommodate the new
system,” said Huot.
“With their HQSS already packed and stored, units will be able to deploy
much faster. Just bring up the Container Handling Unit (CPU) to load the trucks
and you’re on your way.” ■
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MSVS LOGISTIC TRUCKS
STEER THROUGH FIRST
DEPLOYMENT IN LATVIA
BY CHRIS THATCHER

BGen Gervais Carpentier, commander of 2nd Canadian Division, helps cut the ribbon on the 1587th MSVS-SMP
at Prevost’s final assembly facility. Photo: Chris Thatcher

T

Members from 2 Service Battalion and 2 Royal Canadian Horse Artillery during a road move on Ex Skilled Sustainer in October 2019.
Photo: Avr Melissa Gloude
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he Medium Support Vehicle System (MSVS)
Standard Military Pattern (SMP) truck has
marked a key milestone on its road into service
with the first overseas deployment.
Three variants of the Mack Defense logistics
trucks—cargo, load handling, and mobile repair—
arrived in theatre in December 2019 to support
the Canadian-led enhanced Forward Presence
Battle Group Latvia, part of NATO’s assurance
and deterrence measures in Central and
Eastern Europe.
Despite the damp conditions of the Latvian
winter, the trucks have started and performed well,
said Private Shayne Jean-Boliver, a mobile support
equipment operator.
“We have used the MSVS-SMP in combat
service support rehearsals and on our day-today taskings,” she said. “A typical day for these
vehicles can include anything from moving
ammunition to soldiers. The cargo variant is used
typically for water and rations, ammunition, gun
towing and soldier movements. The load handling
system is also used for ammo movement; it’s
possible to place a (sea container) on the flatbed
and use that for ammunition transport. Our medical
personnel deploy their UMS via the flatbed on the
back of the MSVS-SMP.”

While the MSVS-SMP portable shelters have
been used on various Canadian Armed Forces (CAF)
missions and the trucks were part of the Army
response to extensive flooding last spring
in Ontario, Quebec, and New Brunswick, their
role in the battle group is a first test for their
armoured capability.
Before the 16 vehicles were shipped, teams
in Montreal swapped out the regular cab for an
armoured one – a 48 to 72-hour job – and installed
run-flat tires to better manage punctures. The
Army also reprioritized the production schedule
with Mack to ensure minor delays with cabling
installation were adjusted so that communication
systems were ready for operations.
That is a significant improvement over previous
logistic trucks, few of which had radios. The
MSVS-SMP has a comms suite and the ability to
connect two radios and a built-in GPS antenna, said
Lieutenant-Colonel Marc Berube, the integrated
logistics support manager for the project.
Maintenance technicians are trained to work
across platforms, so although the MSVS-SMP is
a generational leap technologically from the 1980s
era Medium Logistics Vehicle Wheeled (MLVW) it
is replacing, the first overseas deployment has
not been a steep learning curve for maintainers.
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Members from 2 Service Battalion and 2 Royal Canadian Horse Artillery perform Delivery Point and Commodity Point
drills in Medium Support Vehicle Systems as part of Ex Skilled Sustainer in October 2019. Photo: Avr Melissa Gloude

Nonetheless, the Army sent a field support
representative from Mack Defense to provide
technical assistance for the first six months. “So
far, no big issues,” said Berube. “A couple of small
issues, but no different than what we would be
facing in Canada. It is a great machine.”
“It’s been here long enough that any issues have
been ironed out, and I’ve never had an issue using
this particular platform,” added Jean-Boliver.
Since the battle group from 1 Canadian
Mechanized Brigade Group began its six-month
rotation in January, the MSVS-SMP has been used
on a number of multinational exercises, including
Steele Reforger, Fires Prime and Steele Quench.

VERSATILE PLATFORM
The deployment to Latvia came as the last
of 1,587 MSVS-SMP trucks rolled off the final
assembly line at Prevost in Saint Nicolas, Que.
Mack Defense, a subsidiary of Mack Trucks, part
of the Volvo Group, was awarded two contracts in
2015 valued at $834 million for 1,500 Standard
Military Pattern trucks and trailers, armour
protection systems and in-service support. Canada
then exercised options to increase the quantity to
1,587, raising the total value to over $880 million.
The SMP is the final component of a larger
Medium Support Vehicle System project that
included 1,300 MilCOTS (military commercial off-
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the-shelf) trucks from Navistar Defense, delivered
in 2011 and intended primarily for the Reserve
Force, and 995 purpose-built ISO container-based
workshops, or shelters, in 28 configurations for
various CAF unit tasks.
Five variants of the 8x8 SMP, itself a variant of
the Renault Kerax truck, have entered service over
the past year: A basic troop and cargo carrying
vehicle (TCV), a load handling system (LHS), a
material handling crane (MHC), a mobile repair
team vehicle (MRT), and a gun tractor (GT) with
cabling connecting the artillery computer when
the M777 is under tow. The LHS and TCV make
up about 87 percent of the trucks.
The MSVS-SMP, which has a 9.5 tonne payload,
is considered a “gateway” vehicle for the Army,
introducing new electronic systems and technology
that will feature prominently in future logistic
vehicle programs currently in the procurement
pipeline, including the Logistics Vehicle
Modernization project that will replace the Light
Support and Heavy Logistics Vehicle Wheeled fleets
(LSVW and HLVW) with three tonne and 16-plus
tonne trucks and trailers.
“The success of our operations is dependent on
logistics,” Brigadier-General Gervais Carpentier,
commander of the 2nd Canadian Division, told
dignitaries, military officials and Mack Defense
and Prevost employees at a celebration on Feb.

Members of 4th Artillery Regiment, General Support, deploy the Medium Range Radar from a Medium Support
Vehicle System (MSVS) during Ex Forged Gunner in November 2019. Photo: Cpl Stéphanie Labossière

13 to mark the final assembly. “The (MSVS-SMP)
gives us the flexibility to conduct … any type of
operation, regardless of the conditions.”
“It is a multi-functional platform and very
versatile,” he added in an interview. “You have an
ability to bring (specialized) containers to a location,
offload them, and leave with the vehicle to get
other equipment. Previously, we did not have that
much flexibility.” The Division has accepted about
450 vehicles for various units.
The MSVS is considerably larger than the MLVW,
with a cab that offers a better view of the road
and a smoother ride. “It is quite a dynamic beast,”
said Major Sepp Rodgers, the project director with
the Directorate of Land Requirements. “This is a
different way of doing things. It has a pneumatic
system for adjusting your air brake, it has a central
tire inflation system for adjusting your tires for
different terrain, it’s got a more efficient engine,
it’s got air conditioning.
“And there are spare parts available for this
vehicle,” he added with a wry smile, a reference
to challenges with the 35-year-old MLVW.
The new systems have required some retraining for maintenance technicians. An initial
cadre completed course work with Mack Defense
as the first vehicles rolled off the assembly line,
and have been training maintainers across the
Army since. Maintenance includes working with a

lap-top based diagnostic tool to pinpoint problems
and an interactive electronic technical manual to
demonstrate repair procedures.
“That is fairly new to the Army,” said Berube,
whose team validated all of the operator and
technical manuals. “It is a huge jump from the
previous truck, but in the context of the rest of
the Army, it’s not a big jump because the same
technicians who fix this also work on the TAPV
and LAV 6.”
“Some of this is brand-new technology, so it’s
a great opportunity to work with something new,”
added Rodgers. “And new trucks we intend to
purchase will most likely have similar systems,
so this is a gateway truck in many ways.”

A FIRST MILITARY WIN
The MSVS-SMP project has travelled an uneven
road since the need to replace the MLVW trucks
was first identified in October 2000. Project
approval didn’t come until February 2006, and
bids were not submitted until 2014. But in the
years since a contract was awarded in July 2015,
the pace has been anything but pedestrian.
The start-of-work meeting with the Department
of National Defence and Public Services and
Procurement Canada occurred 30 days after the
award, an intense four weeks in which Mack
Defense scrambled to pull together all necessary

material, said David Hartzell, president and CEO.
“MSVS has been a long, demanding and
complex project,” he acknowledged.
But early efforts to develop an integrated Army,
procurement and industry team during the design
phase paid off as the project shifted into high
gear, said Diogo Brandao, project manager for the
Assistant Deputy Minister Materiel Group.
“There was definitely time taken early on
to work through some of the design, quality
and testing, which led to some changes and
improvements so that we were delivering the best
possible product. Doing all of that work and testing
prior to delivery of the first vehicle paid dividends.
Once we got into production, we quickly hit steady
state. It’s a complex project and you always work
through some issues, but getting that visibility and
working through them early made the last two
years all that more smooth and efficient.”
In fact, as of February 2019, just 200 trucks
had been completed under initial low rate
production. The remaining 1,300 were delivered
within 12 months, at a rate of about 30 per week
that also had to factor in a two-week boat ride from
France to Prevost’s final assembly plant south of
Quebec City.
That required the full cooperation and attention
of the Volvo organization, which included multiple
production facilities in France, as well as Mack

and Prevost, both Volvo subsidiaries. It also needed
the full support of Canadian partners, from Dumur
Industries for armoured cabs, EODC for armoured
kits, Craig Manufacturing for the cargo beds, and
Link Suspensions for the LHS trailers, as well as
GT Machining & Fabricating, Fellfab, Marshall
Aerospace, Steelcraft, Valcom and Pro Metal.
“This program demonstrates the global reach
and collaboration Mack Defense is capable of,”
said Hartzell.
Mack Defense, headquartered in Allentown,
Pennsylvania, was formed in 2012 to pursue
military contracts such as MSVS-SMP. The project
was the company’s first military victory and a
door-opener with the U.S. Army. Hartzell said
the experience gained developing the technical
response and proposal helped secure a win for the
Mack Granite M917 A3 heavy dump trucks in 2018.
“Mack Defense will be forever grateful to Canada
for being awarded the MSVS contract.”
The company is now pursuing the Common
Heavy Equipment Replacement project, which has
a requirement for earth moving machinery, and the
Logistics Vehicle Modernization project. “We are
tracking that very closely,” he said. ■
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HEAVY LOAD
Replacing the Army’s bulldozers, backhoes and other construction equipment

Photo left: Members of 2 Combat Engineer Regiment build blast protection walls
for a vehicle checkpoint on Ex Matawa Sapper 2018. Photo: Dan Rogall

By Ken Pole
The Common Heavy Equipment Replacement
(CHER) project is an ambitious move by the Army to
replace 18 classes of heavily used construction and
material-handling platforms that are ageing and, in
some cases, worn out. A high-priority procurement
for the Department of National Defence, it covers
14 types of vehicles as well as a variety of trailers.
Key enablers for a range of military tasks, heavy
equipment was used by combat engineers to build
the Forward Operating Bases (FOBs) that sheltered
frontline troops during the Afghanistan mission.
At home, they have figured prominently in helping
Canadians to deal with an array of natural disasters
that overwhelmed civil resources.
CHER is rooted in the Army’s need to protect
operators from ballistic and blast threats as its
Afghanistan mission began ramping up in 2001.
Construction of protective berms around main
bases and the FOBs was the initial priority, but that
was eventually downgraded in favour of enhancing
the Army’s light-armoured vehicles and acquiring
mine-resistant route-clearing vehicles.
“The equipment is very diverse nowadays,”
Major François Langis, CHER project manager

just aren’t that many in North America. Although
some manufacturers already supply the Army
with equipment, he was professionally coy about
naming specific companies, confirming only that
all major suppliers have been invited.
Their products may be well known in the
civilian market, but there’s nothing mundane about
their use by the Army. Militarized versions play a
critical role in construction of those FOBs as well
as expeditionary headquarters, field hospitals
and airfields in austere locations and tactical
infrastructure, often in high-threat environments
or in response to humanitarian disasters.
Among the mandatory requirements will be
ballistic and blast protection from threats such as
improvised explosive devices and small arms for
more than 30 of the vehicles. That could mean
a bolt-on solution or an armoured cab. Simply
adding steel can compromise vehicle performance,
even on equipment with heavy-duty chassis like
bulldozers, suggesting a more innovative solution
involving composites.
A former CHER project manager, Major Ryan
Adams, said in 2017 the Army would provide its
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within the Directorate of Land Requirements, told
Canadian Army Today. “We’re replacing 32-year-old
bulldozers, for example, and a lot of other vehicles
that have had an operational life of between 20
and 30 years already. They’ve been bought piece
by piece throughout the years and they’re all pretty
much done.”
Twenty years into a Regular Forces career –
three years in Reserve before that – which has
included deployments to Bosnia, Afghanistan
as well as within Canada, the combat engineer
understands well what the Army needs to keep
moving. CHER keeps him moving too, accounting
for the peripatetic officer being hard to pin down
between travels and “meetings left and right.”
Asked what happens between now and
procurement of the new equipment, he agreed that
not having appropriate equipment could compromise
the Army’s ability to fulfil a demanding part of its
mandate. In addition to being assigned to 70 Regular
and Reserves facilities scattered across the country,
the equipment also can be sent overseas. The only
RCAF assets capable of handling the loads are its
massive Boeing CC-177 Globemaster IIIs and smaller
Lockheed Martin CC-130J Hercules.

“We have been relying in the last couple of years
on leasing or renting equipment when needed
to fill the gaps,” said Langis. “We also have a
commercial fleet in DND for day-to-day operations
on the bases, so we’ve been using them in the
interim as well.” But that means they’re diverted
from regular use, and “that’s why we have to do
this project – to stop doing that.”
CHER’s path through the federal bureaucracy
has seen ongoing discussions between DND, Public
Services and Procurement Canada, and Innovation,
Science and Economic Development Canada. The
focus has been on how to handle what has become
a complex buy.
“It’s going to be procured in eight different
bundles of certain types which make sense
to bundle,” said Langis. “This restarts all the
militarized heavy equipment and they’ll be supplied
in one shot so that we’ll not have it piecemeal like
we have right now.”
The list is mostly familiar vehicles: bulldozers,
graders, excavators, backhoes, compactors,
trailers, container handlers and forklifts. The list
of potential suppliers isn’t as long as the list of
the vehicles because, as Langis explained, there

Photo above: Heavy equipment was used extensively to build protective berms
around main and forward operating bases in Afghanistan. Photo: DND

ideal solution, but remain flexible to allow industry
to propose concepts. “Manufacturers have various
versions of armour that they have [used] before,
and not one has the same solution across all of
its chassis.”
Other core requirements will include chemical
resistant surfaces; the ability to negotiate off-road;
operate with NATO standard fuels in dry and humid
conditions ranging from –46 to +49 degrees
Celsius; and be air transportable by the CC-177.
The heavy support vehicles will also be capable of
fitting combat net radios with improved voice and
data communications linked to GPS, two functions
not available in the current fleet.
And, similar to the civilian world, the
procurement will include simulators to help
select and train heavy-equipment operators.
To be installed at bases in Gagetown, Valcartier,
Petawawa and Edmonton, they will reduce costly
wear-and-tear on real equipment. A number of
smaller table-top simulators, deployable with
domestic units as well as overseas, also are part
of the package.
While the Army is the lead customer, the Royal

Canadian Air Force will be receiving some of
the new equipment for tasks such as runway
clearance. Other customers include Canadian
Joint Operations Command and Canadian Special
Operations Forces Command.
Centralizing the procurement helps to ensure
commonality of requirements among the branches
and should reduce training costs and, in the longer
run, lower bills for spare parts and maintenance.
But bundling everything in one project has made
it far more complex and challenging, a fact
recognized by many in industry.
The CHER project, which has a budget
estimated between $250 million and $499 million,
is transitioning from the options analysis to the
definition phase of the procurement process
this year. “We are not officially in the definition
phase,” noted Langis. “This spring and summer,
we’re going to start to put a draft request for
proposals (RFP) up on Buy and Sell Canada. That
means it’s two or three years before we start the
implementation phase in which we release the
final RFP.” ■
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The Agile Eight
LEVERAGING THE LAV 6.0 FOR ARMOURED COMBAT SUPPORT
Image: GDLS-Canada

by Allan Joyner and Chris Thatcher

C

A LAV 6.0 leads LAV II Bisons as members of
2 Combat Engineer Regiment clear the road on
Ex Matawa Sapper 2018. Photo: Dan Rogall
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ollaboration between the Army and an equipment manufacturer is
standard practice once a contract is signed and the two parties
begin fine-tuning the capability that will be delivered.
It is rare, though, that a project the magnitude of the Armoured Combat
Support Vehicle (ACSV) is able to accelerate at the speed demonstrated by
the small team from the Directorate of Land Requirements (DLR) and Assistant
Deputy Minister Materiel (ADM Mat) and General Dynamics Land SystemsCanada (GDLS-Canada).
On Sept. 5, 2019, the government awarded GDLS-Canada a $2 billion
contract to provide 360 vehicles in eight variants – troop or cargo vehicle
(TCV), ambulance, command post, engineer, electronic warfare, maintenance
recovery, mobile repair team, and fitter/cargo vehicle – to replace the LAV II
Bison and M113 combat support capabilities.
In the weeks and months that followed, the ACSV project team invited
GDLS-Canada engineers to Army bases in Kingston and Petawawa, Ont., to
meet with the “user communities” of each variant to understand the missionspecific payload equipment. A reciprocal visit followed to GDLS-Canada in
London, where the teams pored over CAD drawings and conducted human
factors engineering reviews to adjust the designs, layouts and interfaces to
fit soldiers’ needs.
“This exercise resulted in early vehicle design and configuration options
that will inform pending preliminary design reviews,” said Major Mark McNeil,
the project director with DLR.
The ACSV will be built on the same chassis as the Army’s primary fighting
platform, the LAV 6.0, and will deliver a highly mobile and protected vehicle
system able to provide command support, combat support and combat service
support capabilities to forward elements of a brigade group formation during
expeditionary and domestic operations.
As part of the fighting echelon, the ACSV must have mobility and protection
commensurate with the current combat fleet of the Leopard Main Battle Tank,
the LAV 6.0 and the Tactical Armoured Patrol Vehicle, explained McNeil.
“The catalyst for the sudden shift into gear was the 2017 defence
policy, Strong, Secure, Engaged (SSE), which outlined Initiative 36 directing
the Army to replace its family of armoured combat support vehicles,” he
said. “We have been able to advance this procurement because the ACSV
capability is well-known and well-understood – we have been using the LAV
6.0 for many years.”
The Army has been analyzing options to replace the LAV II Bison and M113
since at least 2012. The M113 personnel carrier first came into service in
1964 and the Bison has been operating alongside the Army’s combat fleets

in various roles since the mid-1990s. Though both have undergone extensive
retrofits and life extension programs, they are fast approaching the end of
their expected life.
Though the DLR team looked closely at a number of options currently in
service with allies, by sharing a common base with the LAV 6.0, the ACSV
“leverages commonality and training, force multipliers that offer a number
of operational advantages to include efficiencies in standardized training
and sustainment, as well as the availability of common spare parts to support
operations,” said McNeil.
Given the magnitude and increased pace of the project, McNeil sought to
ensure the project objectives, linked to validated operational requirements,
were established as early as possible, while still adhering to a comprehensive
departmental project approval process, by soliciting advice and assistance
from specialists for each of the respective variants.
“Normally, a project has two years to define and shape the requirements.
Eight variants or mission specialist functions on one common chassis
presented a new meaning to project complexity when it came to delivering
operational requirements,” he said. “Each variant presents distinct and
specialized payload and configuration to deliver a tactical and operational
effect in the battlefield.”
To better manage the compressed schedule, McNeil facilitated site visits
and discussion between the user communities and GDLS-Canada engineers
and developed the Human Factors Engineers Assessment Review plan to
expedite and assist in articulating and clarifying Army requirements.
“[I] cannot emphasize enough the value and importance of having the user
express and articulate their operational requirements directly to the designer
of the vehicle,” he said. “In the end, it is the soldier who will command and
work from these platforms on combat operations.”
The process was equally illuminating for GDLS-Canada, said Christa
Hammond, program manager for the ACSV. “It has been a very collaborative
engagement with the users to understand the interior layouts of the vehicles
and then design them accordingly. Where should the comms be, where should
the display for the Remote Weapon System be [positioned]? Optimizing where
personal kit and workstations will go. There was a lot of interesting discussion
about things that we may not think about like, ‘could you put a lip around a
desk so my pen doesn’t fall off.’ That’s a simple design change, but it goes a
long way for the person who is going to operate in the back of the vehicle.”
The ACSV will differ significantly from the fleets the variants are replacing
by providing crews and troops with enhanced power, mobility, longer operating
ranges, protection, firepower, and safety features – all platforms will come with
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Human factors engineering reviews involving Army user communities and General
Dynamics Land Systems-Canada were an essential component of the final ACSV designs.
Photo: GDLS-Canada

energy attenuating seats to protect from blast threats.
The most notable design difference is the absence of a LAV 6.0 turret and
a higher roof for the rear compartment, allowing for more cargo, ambulance
litters or command and control functions. Since the crew commander’s station
is within the turret, the Army and GDLS-Canada teams had to configure a
commander’s station within the interior of each variant.
For the ambulance, the company and Army medics spent hours going
over the steps medics follow to complete certain emergency procedures.
“Working with the medics was a very interesting activity for our engineers.
It was extremely beneficial to understand how they do what they do and the
challenges that they face in that role,” said Hammond.
The electronic warfare variant, part of an ongoing modernization of
EW capability, posed a unique challenge in that, while engineers had the
dimensions of equipment, they couldn’t physically see or touch it. “We have
structured that vehicle with a rack system that allows them to house their
equipment. We don’t know the individual boxes but we know the space claims,
power requirements and weight,” she said.
Building on the common chassis, the Army is also striving for a significant
amount of modularity in the design of the ACSV family. The design and
structure of the TCV, Ambulance and Command Post, for example, are identical
and mission specialist payloads could be interchangeable, if required.
“Depending on where they are deploying and what their concept of operations
is, they have greater flexibility in terms of which vehicles they require and they
can pull from within their own assets,” noted Hammond.
The first vehicle, a multi-purpose Troop Cargo Vehicle, will begin production
later this year and is expected to roll off the assembly line, followed by the
Ambulance and Command Post, in 2021. The three variants will then undergo
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Durability (RAMD) testing, tentatively
scheduled for the early winter of 2022. Follow-on RAMD testing will be
conducted for the subsequent vehicles as they are produced. The project is
aiming to field all 360 platforms around 2025.
“The ACSV, although sharing a common base as the LAV 6.0, will undergo
a series of comprehensive engineering and operational field tests and trials
before they are fielded,” said McNeil. “The scheduling and planning of these
activities are well underway.”
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Variants and Quantity
QTY
Troop Cargo Vehicles (TCV) - General purpose LAV

41

Ambulance (Amb) with four litters

49

Command Post

97

Engineer with dozer, auger and lane marking capabilities

19

Electronic Warfare

18

Maintenance Recovery Vehicle

54

Mobile Repair Team

70

Fitter/ Cargo Vehicle

13

Though the final agreement came together quickly, GDLS-Canada has
been positioning for the program for several years, unveiling demonstrators
based on the LAV 6.0 platform at the CANSEC trade show the past three
years. “From our perspective, we have been pursuing this for quite a while,”
said Doug Wilson-Hodge, manager of communications and government
relations. “When the Army and [the government] decided it was time to move
on this contract, we were ready.”
The contract comes as the LAV 6.0 upgrade program is winding down –
the last of 550 modernized LAVs were delivered to the Army in April 2019 –
and will help sustain the current workforce in London, Ont. “It is timely for
us,” said Wilson-Hodge.
SSE may have provided the momentum for the project, but both
Hammond and McNeil admit it came together much faster than expected,
and it continues to involve a high degree of cooperation and collaboration.
While it helped having the LAV 6.0 as a blueprint and not a blank sheet of
paper, McNeil credits the Army leadership in supporting the project through
the rigorous approval process and the skill of a small, agile and highly
experienced DLR and ADM (Mat) team in shaping and delivering the ACSV
project so swiftly. ■
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Rethinking the future of indirect fire
By Ian Coutts

“We need a system that’s agile.”
Captain Justin Walker is describing what he
and his colleagues working on the Indirect Fire
Modernization (IFM) project at the Directorate of
Land Requirements think the Army is going to
need in the future in terms of artillery.
Agility certainly seems like a virtue. But it also
needs to be interoperable, “so we can operate
seamlessly with our partners in a coalition
environment.” And robust, too. It may be operating
anywhere from desert to the high Arctic. Further,
says Walker, “this platform needs to operate across
the full spectrum of military operations, from peace
support to counterinsurgency.”

Members of 1st Regiment, Royal Canadian Horse
Artillery fire a M777 Howitzer on Ex Ornery Ram 2019
in Wainright, Alta. Photo: Pte Jordyn R. Anderson

So, what they are looking at is a gun, or
“shooter” in their parlance, with all these attributes.
Now, did we mention that it doesn’t have to be a
gun? And ideally that it could be in place by 2027?
The sceptical might see this as maddeningly
tentative, but it reflects the challenge of trying to
decide what major assets exactly the artillery will
need to carry out their key mission – indirect fire.
Or, to put it simply, the business of hitting things
that you don’t see.
In funding terms, IFM seems a bit of a Cinderella.
Ground-Base Air Defence (GBAD), Joint Fires
Modernization (JFM) and Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance Modernization (ISR Mod) were
all singled out in Strong, Secure, Engaged, the
government’s 2017 blueprint for future needs and
strategy, and with it, funding for procurement. IFM
was not included. Although only a small amount of
funding has been earmarked for the initial stages of
the procurement process, the Army is nonetheless
treating it as a key capability.
One potential equipment replacement that may
fall under the scope of IFM would be the Army’s
C-3 and LG-1 howitzers. Now confined largely
to the Reserves, both were purchased in the late
1990s and are nearing the end of their useful lives.

But the current project looks at much more than
that. There is a tight link between the “big guns”
of the Royal Canadian Artillery and the roles the
Army seems likely to carry out. In the days when
the focus was on western Europe and the likely
armoured invasion by the Warsaw Pact, the selfpropelled M109 howitzer was the artillery’s main
gun. It could shoot and move under its own power,
a necessity in what would probably have been a
fast-moving, fluid conflict against a well-equipped
enemy.
A weapon like the M777 towed 155mm howitzer
made sense in Afghanistan, where the Army was
involved in an asymmetric conflict. Light enough
that it could be slung under a helicopter, it could
also take advantage of precision munitions such
as the PGK fuse and the Excalibur round, both of
which reduced the danger of friendly fire incidents
and collateral damage to civilians. Once in place,
it wasn’t as maneuverable as the M109, but the
enemy also didn’t have the ability to lob accurate,
long-range artillery shells back at them.
Artillery may be facing different challenges
in future. In 2019, the Canadian Army Land
Warfare Centre produced Close Engagement, a
document detailing their best estimates of what

“We need a system that’s agile.”
the Army might be dealing with in the future. It’s
a modest volume, but it makes a number of fairly
revolutionary predictions.
Close Engagement foresees a shift away from
the emphasis on the battle group as the main
tactical unit to instead operating smaller groups
in a far more dispersed fashion than it does
now, overseen ultimately by a brigade group
headquarters. The operating environment will
be “complex, dynamic, volatile and uncertain,”
requiring a truly networked Army and decentralized
decision-making. As well, in contrast to recent
years where asymmetric warfare has been the
rule, the Army may face a “near-peer” adversary
– a force equipped with aircraft and drones,
sophisticated communications, the ability to
operate in cyberspace and modern artillery.
Changing to deal with this new environment
is “a massive project,” said Walker. “And for the
artillery, it’s going to be huge. We’re having to
rethink how we’re going to deploy artillery in the
future because it could be drastically different than

how we’ve employed it in the past and how we do
it today.”
Right now, the project is still in its identification
phase, but it’s fair to say that everything is up for
negotiation.
Said Walker: “It’s still so early on that we are
exploring all avenues.” What that might mean in
terms of hardware, “could be a mixture of systems,
possibly including but not limited to, light or
medium calibre guns, rockets, larger calibre mortar
systems, as well as an array of future ammunition
systems.”
Of the various needs he outlined, though, agility
will be the key quality of any new system.
When looking at a replacement for the C-3
and LG-1, for example, “those calibres aren’t
necessarily what their replacements may be,”
said Walker. They might not be an artillery piece
in the traditional sense at all. Maybe a mortar,
perhaps something like the 120mm M327 used by
France and the United States Marine Corps. This
could be possible thanks to advances in mortar

ammunition. “You now actually have the ability to
get the precision and accuracy that you previously
wouldn’t have gotten from that system.”
That’s a point not to be missed. The platform
will always be important – it allows the gunner
to deploy and redeploy quickly – but, Walker
emphasized, “the ammunition is the real weapon.”
The IFM team hopes to go to the Army Capability
Development Board this summer and from there
with a fairly detailed statement of capability
deficiency to the Defence Capability Board, in the
fall of 2020. “That would allow us to move from
identification to options analysis,” he said. The aim
is to have an initial operating capacity by 2027, but
“those are just tentative guidelines,” he cautioned. ■

Preparing a 105-mm C3 Howitzer gun at Rogers Pass,
BC on Op Palac. Photo: MCpl PJ Létourneau

Czech soldiers from the 71st Mechanized Battalion with
the enhanced Forward Presence Battle Group Latvia fire
their 120 mm vz. 82 Mortars in August 2018. Photo: DND
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Making a mortar platoon from scratch
By Allan Joyner

W

hen the Loyal Edmonton Regiment and the Calgary Highlanders were
tasked with standing up a mortar platoon in the summer of 2018,
the mission task also included their first operational deployment with
the new capability — a five to six-month tour with the Canadian-led NATO
enhanced Forward Presence Battle Group in Latvia in early 2020.
“Both of those tasks came part and parcel,” said Captain Chris Tucker, the
platoon leader and a member of the Calgary Highlanders, who were brought
in to share the task when it was deemed a “little ambitious” for one unit by
41 Canadian Brigade Group.
Before they could deploy the capability, though, the Eddies and Highlanders
first had to build it. And that meant starting almost from scratch, qualifying
soldiers on the basic mortar course and retrieving supporting equipment from
across the Army.

FROM ZERO TO EXPERT
Among the first steps for both Reserve regiments was getting members
qualified on the basic mortar course at Canadian Forces Base Shilo, Manitoba,
and then identifying 12 soldiers suited to complete the five-week intermediate
course and a subsequent six to go on to the demanding advanced course.
“We have literally taken soldiers from knowing absolutely nothing about
mortars and in one calendar year they have become not only proficient
leaders in a mortar platoon, but a number of my NCOs have also taught at the
Infantry School and have taught the intermediate course as well,” said Tucker.
“They have gone from zero to expert in a relatively short period of time. The
individual training bill on this was substantial, but they have really embraced
the challenge of this.”
In addition to the 50 soldiers deploying to Latvia, each regiment has
20 members who are basic mortar qualified and available to support
the platoon if needed.
“We could not have got off the ground without the help of the artillery,”
he added. “This has been a capability rebuild from the ground up.”

“We’re an asset that is in the back pocket
of the commander of the battle group...”

Members of the Royal New Brunswick Regiment with the 81 MM Mortar on Ex Maroon
Raider in August 2019. Photo: OS Jeremy Morris.

Members of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment during basic mortar course qualification.
Photo: Capt Chris Tucker
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“It is hard to identify what you need in an organization that you have no
corporate knowledge on,” Tucker admitted.
The stand-up of mortar platoons is one of several mission tasks assigned
to the Primary Reserves as part of a 2017 initiative, Strengthening the Army
Reserve. To develop a greater operational focus, Reserve units across the
country have been assigned specific capabilities, including assault pioneers,
cyber protection and light urban search and rescue.
Tucker, a 30-year veteran of the Army who had recently returned to the
Highlanders, volunteered to lead the mission task. “I was asked if I was
interested in doing it and immediately jumped on board. This is a capability
that belongs in the infantry. It never should have left, and I’m sure the Infantry
Corps is happy to have these capabilities coming back.”
While he expected the platoon’s tasks in Latvia to follow much of its recent
training, supporting an echelon with indirect fires, he wasn’t sure exactly
how they would be incorporated into the battle group tempo. Nonetheless,
he predicted a demanding tour.
“We’re an asset that is in the back pocket of the commander of the battle
group, and he will employ us as he sees fit,” he said before they departed
in January with the lead mounting unit, the Lord Strathcona’s Horse (Royal
Canadians) armoured regiment.

With all the individual skill development, the full platoon did not begin
collective training until the fall of 2019. Following two exercises in September,
Coyote Stokes 9 and 10, the platoon conducted a Level 3 live fire exercise,
Patricia Gauntlet, and a Level 5 dry exercise, Steel Sabre, supporting a
company combat team with indirect fire.
“Those were the first exercises that I had my entire platoon in one spot,”
said Tucker. “The road leading up to then was a real challenge. As we started
going through the exercises, we began to see where the big deficiencies were
for the platoon. It was all the friction that comes with rebuilding a capability
from scratch. And it was about finding solutions to problems.
“But by accomplishing this, we have two big strengths now. The first is the
Loyal Edmonton Regiment operations staff; they have been instrumental in
supporting this platoon. Second, and equally if not more important, has been
the NCO corps and NCO leadership within this platoon.”
While the mission task may be new, the 81mm mortar system and much
of the supporting equipment remain the same that have been in service for
decades, which helped ease some of the initial training. “It’s an old system,
but it is still relevant and capable on the modern battlefield,” Tucker insisted.
As the first Reserve mortar platoon to deploy overseas, Tucker is very aware
of the interest from other Reserve units building similar capability. The lessons
they gather and share will be instrumental in the ongoing development of
mortar operations.
“We have met our counterparts in Central and Eastern Canada and we
maintain a line of communication so we can bounce back and forth standard
operating procedures, tactics, employment, and general ideas. Other platoons
are trying out things and sharing feedback as well.” ■
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FIGHTING FIT

EMPLOYING TECHNOLOGY TO GAIN AN EDGE IN READINESS
BY Lt (N) ANDREW MCLAUGHLIN

ith advances in battlefield
technology outpacing many
tactical and operational
capabilities, today’s infantry soldiers must adapt to
this new reality. But waiting for new multi-domain,
autonomous and artificial intelligence systems
to enter into production and employment after
extensive research and development and field
testing can create gaps in expected performance.
One Army Reserve unit hasn’t waited around to
employ technology in their training and operation.
4th Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment
(4 RCR) has instead embraced technology to
maintain, and further develop the edge that
keeps them ready to respond to missions across
their spectrum of operations, namely supporting
international operations through force-generation,
and conducting domestic operations (DOMOPS).
The latter has emerged as the critical task both in
intensity and in frequency.
4 RCR, based in London and Stratford, Ont.,
recently completed a pilot project with the
support of Personnel Support Programs (PSP)
– Southwestern Ontario, integrating a simple
technological solution to an age-old operational
requirement. They integrated the ubiquitous Fitbit
device into their training, a step that was aimed
at further enhancing the fitness and wellness of
their soldiers, and hence, aimed at having more fit
soldiers ready to respond when called upon. This
tool, used by millions of people around the world,
offers soldiers current technology that they can
use to that end.
It took a team effort to get the “Fitbit Challenge”
up and running. Chief Warrant Officer Rob Talach,
Brigade Sergeant Major of 31 Canadian Brigade
Group (31 CBG) at the time, first approached Amy
Doelman of PSP Health Promotion in March 2018
with the idea of purchasing Fitbits to encourage
physical activity among 31 CBG soldiers.
After coordinating with unit Command Teams
to gauge interest and find a practical location,
the 31 CBG — PSP team went through the
procurement process, developed a framework
for the program, and rolled out devices to unit
members. All this took far less time than usual,
indicating the effectiveness of first implementing

a plan like this at the unit level.
“It was a team effort right from the start,” said
Talach. “We wanted a system that would quickly
provide our troops with the tools necessary to keep
up with the latest trends in physical and mental
wellness, and the Fitbit offered a solution as a
relevant and effective training aid.”
Doelman was excited for a new opportunity to
engage with the same soldiers her team works
with regularly on fitness and well-being. “PSP HP
is responsible for managing the Fitbit devices and
coordinating the unit challenges,” she explained.
“We wanted the integration of this technology to
be used in a way that fed off of the competitive
nature of these soldiers, and we did so by setting
up a ‘Community Page’ through Fitbit.com,
exclusively for unit members.”
Each challenge lasts about three months and
PSP “works in partnership with staff at the unit,
and the Fitbit community page keeps track of
everyone’s individual and combined steps,”
she said.
Talach sees great potential in the program.
“These soldiers joined the Army Reserve for
a variety of reasons – public service, action,
adventure, friendships, and financial considerations
like tuition reimbursement and full-time summer
employment,” he noted. But many soldiers,
according to the former Brigade Sergeant Major,
also join to challenge their fitness. “Being paid to
stay fit and do regular physical training is one of
the great benefits we offer new recruits.”
Doelman agreed it’s a natural fit for the Reserve.
“The Fitbit challenge provides a unique and
engaging way to support and challenge members
to reach their full potential,” she said. “With
Reserve members who are training on evenings
and weekends, there is limited opportunity
for interaction with other members. The Fitbit
challenge allows them to stay connected and
engaged as a group.”
4 RCR’s soldiers took great pride in their scores,
and began competing to see who could outpace
who. “Through the app they send messages, setup
mini challenges, and literally ‘cheer’ each other
on,” she observed.
The program falls directly in line with Canada’s

defence policy, Strong, Secure, Engaged, and
especially relates to the recently adopted “Balance
Strategy” championed by the Chief of the Defence
Staff, General Jonathan Vance. Balance identifies
four key aspects related to performance, referred
to as the ‘4Ps’: Physical activity, sleep, injury
prevention and performance nutrition.
“The Fitbit device supports each of these
components,” said Doelman. “The device
tracks and promotes physical activity, tracks
soldiers’ sleep and lets them set ‘sleep goals,’
provides information that can be used to prevent
overtraining and structure progression, and
provides total calorie needs to allow for logging
food intake to determine energy balance.”
For Talach, the integration was seamless.
“In my personal pursuit of fitness, I use a Fitbit
and was very impressed with both the motivation
and data it provided; and the group tracking
feature lent itself naturally to soldiering and
preparedness.”
The benefits were encouraging, and the pilot
expanded to include the Essex & Kent Scottish,
another 31 CBG unit with companies in Chatham
and Windsor.
“This new system integrates technology in
creating camaraderie and competition within
sub-units – and has tremendous health benefits.
As an infantry soldier myself, I wish we had a
program like this earlier,” he said.
As a low-cost solution to an ageless problem,
Talach sees the value in expanding the role of this
technology in the Reserve – and in the Canadian
Armed Forces writ large, an institution where the
old adage “adapt and overcome” is still relevant.
“Ultimately, I would like to see a point where a
fitness tracking device is issued to all members
when they join. It sends the message that health
and fitness is of paramount importance.”
Perhaps as soldiers wait for the advanced
systems of the near future, they can integrate
off-the-shelf technology at the grassroots level
to help them prepare for their next mission,
whatever that may be. ■
Lieutenant (N) Andrew McLaughlin is the Public
Affairs Officer for 31 Canadian Brigade Group.

MCpl Ryan Bullas, 4 RCR, checks the stats on his Fitbit at Wolseley Barracks in London, Ont., in March 2020.
Photo: Cpl Julia Currie
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Army specialists
recognized with tactical
aviation flight crew badge
By Ian Coutts

W

DOOR GUNNERS

Door gunner Sgt Michel Joannette from 438 Tactical Helicopter Squadron fires the C6 machine gun from a CH-146 Griffon helicopter during the Basic Tactical Aviation Course.
Photo: Sgt Jean-Francois Lauzé
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hen Sergeant Matthew Pagliaro returns to the 3rd Battalion, Princess
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI) sometime next year, he’ll be
sporting a mix of badges on his DEUs that will make him stand out among
members of his battalion.
In addition to his parachute wings – he previously served with the
battalion’s jump company – Pagliaro will boast a set of Royal Canadian Air
Force (RCAF) aircrew door gunner wings, an unusual sight on an Army uniform.
Boasting the standard aircrew double wing design, but with a stylized gun
sight in the centre, they’ll show he’s one of an elite group of soldiers qualified
to serve as door gunners on RCAF tactical helicopters.
The specialist badge, first issued in January 2019, is the tangible sign that
the role of door gunner has truly arrived. What began as an ad hoc task, an
example of Army-Air Force cooperation
that arose out of the need in
Afghanistan to provide CH-146 Griffon
helicopters with some sort of defensive
capability, is now regarded on a par
with other Air Force aircrew.
A native of Ajax, Ont., and a veteran
of more than 10 years in the Army, Pagliaro had initially been tapped to join
Edmonton-based 408 Tactical Helicopter Squadron while a corporal back in
2014, but a deployment to Poland put that plan on hold. He didn’t arrive at the
unit until 2018, to serve as a door gunner, but also as part of the Army team
assigned to the squadron in charge of organizing and running the ground
training for its members.
He and his team instruct the squadron in field craft and the use of small
arms to pass their annual requirements and to be able to defend themselves
while on deployment. A self-described “wearer of many hats,” today Pagliaro
is also certified as a master door gunner, which means that he trains any door
gunners assigned to the squadron and assesses their performance annually.
To become a door gunner, says Pagliaro, takes between one and a half to
two months, depending on how often the weather permits flying time.
The work starts with online courses that cover a broad spectrum of topics,
including “just going over the medical implications of flying, what happens to
you physiologically, what to know if you’re sick,” and so on.
“Once you’re finished with that, you move on to what we call ground
school,” essentially tactics and weapons handling, he explained. Door gunners
assigned to the Griffon depend on three different systems. “The main gun
system that the guys get taught is the C6, a 7.62 mm weapon. We also have
the GAU-21 [a heavy machine gun that fires a .50 calibre round]. Then we
have the Dillon M134,” a multi-barreled mini-gun capable of firing in excess
of 2,000 rounds of 7.62 ammunition a minute.
CANADIAN ARMY TODAY | SPRING 2020
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“From there you do your in-flight classes.” Although the job’s very name,
door gunner, and what you might see on TV or in the movies tends to
emphasize shooting, that’s only part of the task. As a member of a flight
crew, door gunners work in close communication with the pilots, serving as
an extra pair of eyes scanning the ground and letting them know what is going
on below. A soldier’s knowledge of ground tactics and movement can come
in handy here.
Potential door gunners also need to get used to wearing two levels of
clothing to protect them from ground fire, a full coverage helmet that both
protects and allows for communication with the rest of the crew, and a sturdy
tether to keep them from falling through the helicopter’s open door.
After they have done four flights of between two and a half and three hours
apiece, would-be gunners are ready to start learning the tricky business of
firing an automatic weapon from a moving platform. Initially this involves what
is termed “academic firing.” In the case of gunners assigned to 408 Squadron,
this means shooting the weapon at ground targets at 4 Wing Cold Lake, Alta.,
while the helicopter flies a straight and level course. “It’s very bare bones,”
says Pagliaro.
From there, however, it gets increasingly difficult. “The more advanced
stuff involves aggressive flying by the pilots and learning to fire the weapons
effectively while in different tactical formations.”
Pagliaro himself had only been at 408 Squadron briefly when they deployed

in July 2018 to Gao in Mali as part of Operation Presence. The squadron’s
mission was primarily to escort the CH-147F Chinook helicopters being
used as virtual flying emergency rooms, defending them while in the air and
providing cover for them when they had to land. Fortunately, Pagliaro says,
he was not called on to engage insurgents operating in the region.
It was while he was serving in Mali that the door gunner occupation
received its official recognition.
Door gunners are drawn from the Army’s combat arms and typically serve
a single two-year tour with an Air Force squadron. (Theirs is a recognized
trade, but there really isn’t a career path for soldiers serving within Air Force
units.) There are exceptions to this rule, however. When he returns to 3 PPCLI,
Pagliaro will have spent three years with 408 Squadron, but this is a function
of his job as a training sergeant for the squadron.
As well, “There are career opportunities for Reservists, and they can spend
a lot of time here,” says Pagliaro. Many Reservists do fill slots as door gunners
with Griffon squadrons, and at least two women Reservists have served or are
serving as door gunners with the Air Force.
Pagliaro would recommend the role. “One hundred per cent. It’s very
rewarding.” He’s effusive about his experience with the Air Force, too. “It’s
been quite an eye-opening experience,” he says. “They’re professional, and
they want to get the job done. When I go back to my unit, there will be a lot
of knowledge that I can impart that will be very useful for interoperability.” ■

Surrounded on all (warm and cold) fronts
By Katherine Banko, Peter Gizewski and George Nikolakakos

Flames from the Elephant Hill wildfire burn through the hill sides near Clinton, BC, on Op Lentus in August 2017. Photo: MCpl Malcolm Byers

The Canadian Army is getting
called out more frequently
to battle a growing number
of floods, wildfires and other
natural disasters – 10 weatherrelated disasters over the
previous two years.

A door gunner from the Force Protection team participates in an escort mission on a
CH-146 Griffon helicopter during Operation Presence in Mali. Photo: Cpl François Charest
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“If this becomes of a larger scale, more frequent
basis, it will start to affect our readiness,” Army
commander Lieutenant General Wayne Eyre
observed in January.
There is a growing body of scientific evidence
on the increasing global threat due to climate
change. According to the U.S. National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the three
most recent decades have been the hottest in
recorded history, and the years 2015 to 2019
have been the five warmest. The present level
of global warming has already produced a range
of significant changes to natural systems and
human communities, both within Canada and
abroad. This includes an increasing rate of extreme
weather events such as floods and wildfires,

coastal sea level rise, and declining Arctic sea ice.
These impacts are projected to grow in frequency
and/or intensity over the next several decades,
endangering the livelihoods of millions of people.
The security implications of climate-related risks
are affirmed in Department of National Defence
(DND) capstone documents such as Strong, Secure,
Engaged (SSE). However, DND has yet to fully
assess how climate change can affect its areas of
responsibility, nor has it identified and prioritized
actions, according to a 2017 report by the Auditor
General of Canada.
The Canadian Army is not immune to these
effects. That is, climate change will increasingly
impact the location, frequency and scale of
operations, as well as the Army’s capacity to
effectively prepare for and conduct them. To this
end, Director Land Environment and the Canadian
Army Land Warfare Centre requested that the
Canadian Army Operational Research and Analysis
Team examine issues that the Army may face due
to the impacts of changing climate trends.
The larger study from which the team based this
article was the first systematic examination of the
military implications of climate change conducted
within the Canadian Armed Forces. We began by

Members of 2nd Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment,
India Company navigate a flooded highway near Burton,
NB. Photo: Cpl Brett White-Finkle
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Army members and Golden Horn Fire Department conduct casualty extrication training on Op Nanook-Tatigiit in Whitehorse, Yukon, June 2019. Photo: MCpl Charles A. Stephen

Members of 1st Battalion, The Royal Canadian Regiment on Op Nanook-Nunalivut ride Light Over Snow Vehicles (LOSV) during field training north of Resolute Bay. Photo: Avr Jérôme J.X. Lessard

using a survey to identify and baseline domestic
issues arising from the effects of recent extreme
weather and climate events. The team then
conducted a workshop with military subject matter
experts to identify potential implications of climate
change for the future operating environment, the
associated missions the Army would likely conduct
within it, and the many force generation and force
employment issues that may arise as a result of
the changing climate. Lastly, the team explored
possible adaptation strategies aimed at reducing
the identified impacts of climate change on the
Army.
The team investigated the period from 20202050 and used projected climate change impacts
based on a scenario in which human-produced
greenhouse gas emissions would continue to
increase at present rates. The predicted future
geophysical impacts were based on compilations
of scientific climate change study results that are
collected in the most up-to-date Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports and in the
Government of Canada’s Changing Climate Report.
The factors considered included temperature
increases, changing precipitation patterns,
declining Arctic sea ice, rising sea levels, heat
waves, wildfires, drought, tropical cyclones, river
flooding, dust storms, and a number of human and
ecological impacts.

buildings, fuel containers and communication
networks, thereby preventing access to essential
services.
Central and Eastern Canada are likely to see
more cases of flooding. The potential for wildfires
caused by higher temperatures and drought will
pose growing concerns. As well, the prospect
of environmental refugees may create further
tensions and overwhelm the nation’s capacity to
accommodate them. Accordingly, calls for Canadian
Army assistance in search and rescue, emergency
assistance, disaster relief, and enhanced border
security could increasingly mark the home front.
In total, 40 adaptation strategies were identified
in the study. The proposed measures touched
on a wide range of Army activities, from Arctic
operations in Canada to conventional combat
operations in overseas regions likely to be plagued
by extreme heat.
On the home front, the team examined methods
for improving domestic disaster relief responses,
for dealing with increases in vector-borne diseases,
for operating more effectively in the Arctic, and
for managing potential impacts of climate change
on Army bases and supporting areas. In terms of
expeditionary operations, potential solutions were
developed for operating in regions of extreme
heat, for dealing with increasing demands for
expeditionary humanitarian assistance and disaster
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Notably, Army personnel have already served
as a crucial element in addressing climate-related
emergencies such as flooding, forest fires and ice
storms domestically as well as challenges abroad
such as in the aftermath of Hurricane Dorian in the
Caribbean in 2019.
In the future, the impacts that climate change
may have on the land force itself are likely to
be more frequent and extensive. For example,
assistance to overseas operations will likely be
in higher demand, particularly in environmentally
stressed parts of the developing world, such as
South America, Africa, the Middle East, the South
China Sea and the Caribbean. These regions are
generally poor, are among those most at risk
from warming temperatures, and have low levels
of technological development and connectivity.
Consequently, they are more likely to experience
the destabilizing effects accompanying climaterelated events such as state weakness and failure,
resource-based conflict, population displacement
and refugee flows.
Rising temperatures in the Arctic also suggest
possibilities for more activity in Canada’s North and
with it, increased risks of adversity. Climate events
such as changing ice melt patterns and rapidly
thawing permafrost may threaten living conditions,
particularly in remote Northern communities,
damaging infrastructure such as airstrips,

Assistance with Ottawa flood relief operations in April
2019. Photo: Avr Melissa Gloude

relief, and for expanding overall Army robustness in
the face of growing global climate challenges.
The potential impacts of each adaptation
strategy will vary. As well, there will be a range of
resources—cost, time and effort—required for the
development and implementation of each measure
identified. To provide information for the Army to
prioritize which adaptation strategies to pursue, the
team plans to conduct a risk assessment in support
of the Army’s climate change adaptation and risk
mitigation effort.
That said, the climate change impacts and
measures identified in the full scientific report
provide an important first step toward the
development of a program whose pursuit promises
to help the Army ensure its continued ability to
effectively address the challenges likely to arise
in the decades ahead. ■

Filling sandbags to fight incoming flood waters in
Gatineau, Que. Photo: Cpl Brandon James Liddy

Dr. Katherine Banko is a behavioral scientist
in DRDC CORA and leads the Canadian Army
Operational Research and Analysis Team (CA ORAT).
Peter Gizewski is a senior strategic analyst in DRDC
CORA and a member of the CA ORAT. Dr. George
Nikolakakos is a planetary physicist in DRDC CORA
who has worked with the Canadian Space Agency,
Environment and Climate Change Canada, and the
Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy.
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TESTING FUTURE SOLDIER TECH
Over three weeks last fall, scientists with
Defence Research and Development Canada
(DRDC) and members of the 3rd Battalion,
Royal 22nd Regiment conducted Future Soldiers
Technologies Trial 2019 at 2nd Canadian Division
Support Base Valcartier.
In two of the three field experiments, they
evaluated laser aiming devices (LAD) and laser
rangefinder (LRF) capabilities. The third tested
and measured soldiers’ cognitive workload.
“We spent many months coordinating this
event because we believe it is imperative that we
evaluate first-hand the capabilities offered by the
systems currently available,” said defence scientist
Mike Tombu, the trial coordinator.
“This was not about testing products or
evaluating shooters. We wanted to gather input
from those individuals who will be using our
research to gauge the value of LAD capabilities,
including LRFs and visible lasers, the impact of
weapon weight on shooting performance, and
the cognitive workload of advanced navigational
systems.”
Laser-aiming devices use visible lasers and
near-infrared lasers – light emissions that are
invisible to the naked eye – to provide soldiers
with alternative ways of aiming their weapons
when certain conditions render their primary optic

sights ineffective. These conditions can include
a low-light environment, or when protective
equipment such as gas masks make using the
primary sight difficult. The visible lasers on LADs
generally come in either red or green, the latter
being a relatively new innovation.
“We asked the questions: Are red or green
lasers better for target engagement? How does
the accuracy of visible lasers compare to optics?
Our goal was to assess shooting performance as
a function of distance to the target using both red
and green lasers in order to assess the impact of
laser colour,” said Tombu.
Anecdotally, he added, green lasers are thought
to be more visible than the more traditional red
lasers, but tend to draw more power, thereby
reducing battery life.
“If the green laser were in fact more visible, one
would expect soldiers to be able to engage targets
faster and at greater distances than with the red
laser. Such an advantage could provide our soldiers
with an edge on the battlefield when they need it.”
A second task within this trial examined what
impact the weight of other devices mounted on a
rifle might have on marksmanship. Four weight
scenarios were tested: a light LAD; a heavier
LAD; an underslung grenade launcher with a light
but simple sight and a LAD; and an underslung
grenade launcher with a heavier sight with added
capabilities and a LAD.
“Modern LADs can also be equipped with LRFs,
more capable aiming lasers and more powerful
illuminators,” he explained. “We intend to use our
findings to provide an assessment of what costs
– in terms of decreased marksmanship – may be

associated with adding weight to the rifle.”
Grenade launchers clearly have an advantage
over throwing. However, the more distant the
target, the less accurate the hit – whether
propelled by an arm or a launching instrument.
Laser rangefinders (LRFs) emit laser beams at
the push of a button, which travel at the speed of
light to then bounce off distant objects. The LRF’s
high-speed internal clock measures the total time
it takes from departure to return and calculates the
distance travelled. This trial examined the impact
of an LRF on the performance of grenadiers.
“We asked the questions: Does the addition of
a LAD with an LRF capability improve grenadier
accuracy? Does the LRF benefit depend on whether
the grenade launcher is configured in a stand-alone
or underslung configuration?” said Tombu.
To find out, the soldiers used a Colt Canada
40 mm Eagle grenade launcher in three different
scenarios: a stand-alone configuration with leaf
sight only; a stand-alone configuration with a
leaf sight as well as a rifle-mounted LRF; and
in an underslung configuration that included an
LRF-enabled LAD.
“Grenades have a relatively small kill radius,
so accurate ranging is important,” he said. “This
experiment evaluated grenadier performance with
and without an LRF capability. If the addition of an
LRF makes a difference, then determining where
best to incorporate it becomes the next question –
in the LAD, in the grenade launcher sight, or as a
stand-alone capability.”
Tombu and colleagues are currently analyzing
the data gathered during the trials. ■
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DRDC trials looked at ways to improve the accuracy
of grenade launchers. Photo: MCpl Gerald Cormier
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This article was adapted from three reports by
Internal and Corporate Communications Services
in collaboration with the Toronto and Valcartier
Research Centres.
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